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DRUG SUPPLY MANAGEMENT TRAINING SCHEDULE

WEEK MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

1 TOT: A course director trains district-level staff to be workshop trainers.

TYPICAL TOT:  There are 2 directors from the pharmaceutical/training sector.  There are 4 trainers who are employed at adjacent district health
offices.   They have drug supply or in-service training responsibilities.

2 Trainers
make last
minute
preparations
for workshop.

WORKSHOP: Trainers teach first-level health workers the standard procedures of drug supply
management.

TYPICAL WORKSHOP:  The trainers conduct the workshop for 16 health workers.  Each trainer
works with a small group of 4 participants.  The participants have drug supply responsibilities and
are employed at first-level health facilities.  The facilities are located in the trainers' districts.

TOT, continued:
Director prepares trainers
for conducting Field
Training visits.

3 FIELD TRAINING: Trainers visit participants on the job.  They help participants improve the drug supply at their
facilities.

TYPICAL FIELD TRAINING:  During the first week of Field Training, visits are scheduled Monday through Thursday.
 Pairs of trainers make one-day visits to facilities of 2 of their small group participants.  Each pair visits 4 facilities,
one per day.  A total of 8 participants are visited over the 4-day period.

Director and trainers debrief after first day of Field Training.  They review observations and results of the visits.  They
prepare for the remaining Field Training visits.

DEBRIEFING:
Director and trainers review
Field Training visits. 
Trainers make preparations
for next week's visits.

4 TYPICAL FIELD TRAINING:  During the second week,
visits are scheduled on Monday and Tuesday.  Each
trainer makes 2 one-day visits.  A total of 4 facilities are
visited each day; 8 facilities are visited this week.

IMMEDIATE FOLLOW-UP:
Trainers return to facilities only if necessary.  Trainers
may use remaining days to make Field Training visits
delayed by poor weather or road conditions.

FINAL DEBRIEFING:
Director and trainers review
visits and discuss drug
supply training in general.
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INTRODUCTION

Drug Supply Management training introduces the standard procedures of drug supply

management for first-level health facilities.  The training is divided into three segments:

� TRAINING OF TRAINERS WORKSHOP

� DRUG SUPPLY MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

� FIELD TRAINING AT EACH PARTICIPANT'S HEALTH FACILITY

� The Training of Trainers Workshop (TOT) trains district-level staff in good drug

supply management procedures and effective training techniques.  First, the trainers

participate in a Drug Supply Management Workshop facilitated by the directors. 

Then, the trainers learn how to use the Trainer's Guide to conduct the workshop and

the Field Training.

In a typical TOT, two directors train four district-level staff.

� The Drug Supply Management Workshop (workshop) teaches first-level health

workers the seven components of drug supply management and the standard

procedures of each component.  The health workers (participants) read the

Participant's Manual, perform workshop activities, and develop a plan to improve the

drug supply at their own facilities.

In a typical course, four trainers train 16 participants.

� The Field Training at each Participant's Health Facility (Field Training) is a one-

day visit by a trainer to the participant's health facility.  First, the trainer assesses the

drug supply at the facility.  Then, the trainer offers the participant individualised

training and hands-on help to continue improvements at the facility.  The Field

Training ensures that the standard procedures are implemented at the facilities in the

trainer's district.

In a typical course, the Field Training segment occurs during the third and fourth

weeks.  Trainers travel in pairs to eight facilities during Week 3.  During Week 4,

trainers travel individually to the remaining eight facilities.

TRAINING MATERIALS

The Drug Supply Management package includes a Handbook for Drug Supply Management at

the First-level Health Facility, Participant's Manual, Trainer's Guide, Director's Guide and

stock card pads.  The handbook and manual contain identical technical information.  The manual

also contains all workshop activities, answer sheets, checklists and forms for use at the first-level

facility, and Field Training forms.

The Trainer's Guide contains all trainer information to conduct a workshop.  The guide could be

used by a trainer in an in-service training situation.  The Director's Guide is described on the next

page.
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The stock card pads are for trainers to use during the Field Training and to leave with participants

after the visit.  In countries where record-keeping is not done but will be implemented, a director

may decide to print additional stock card pads, one or two for each participant.

DRUG SUPPLY MANAGEMENT DIRECTORS

It is recommended that two people share the responsibilities of conducting the Drug Supply

Management training.  The directors should be professionals with drug supply management and

training expertise.  They may be national- or district-level officials from the Ministry of Health or

from the pharmaceutical sector.  Ideally, both directors have had previous teaching experience.

 It is preferable that at least one of the directors has participated previously in a Drug Supply

Management course.

The directors should read and study the course materials.  First-time directors should also discuss

the training with someone who has already acted as a director of a Drug Supply Management

course.  They should agree on how they will share the responsibilities.

The directors (or a representative of the national host institution) oversee the initial preparations.

 The directors manage the full four weeks of the training, including administrative work during the

course and logistical aspects of the workshop field trips and Field Training.

The directors facilitate the TOT.  They supervise the workshop and Field Training as trainers

conduct the workshop activities and make Field Training visits.  During the TOT, the directors may

also need an additional person to carry out some administrative tasks.

In countries where Drug Supply Management is being introduced for the first time, it may be

appropriate that an external drug management expert be one of the directors.  That person should

be familiar with the country's drug supply policies and practices and the Drug Supply Management

course.

DIRECTOR'S GUIDE

The Director's Guide supplements the information contained in the Participant's Manual and the

Trainer's Guide.  It describes how the director should prepare for and conduct the three segments

of the Drug Supply Management training.

The guide has main four parts:

� PART ONE: PREPARATIONS

� PART TWO:  TOT

� PART THREE:  WORKSHOP

� PART FOUR:  FIELD TRAINING

There is a checklist that accompanies each part of the Director's Guide.  The checklists describe

the necessary tasks.  The items on the checklist are in the approximate order that they should be

done.  The director should use the checklists as a guide.



PART ONE:

PREPARATIONS
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PART ONE:  PREPARATIONS

It is essential that the relevant staff of the Ministry of Health (MOH) with national and regional

drug management authorities review the standard procedures of drug supply management

described in the Handbook for Drug Supply Management at the First-level Health Facility.  They

should determine if the procedures are appropriate for the target population, the first-level health

worker.  If the MOH recommends that any standard procedures or forms in the handbook be

changed, this should happen well in advance of the starting date of the course.

The above authorities should select a region of the country that would benefit from improvements

to its drug supply.  They should then identify two or three districts in the region to receive Drug

Supply Management training.  The districts should preferably be adjacent to each other and near

(or a reasonable distance from) a possible training location.  Being near to the training location

eases travel arrangements during the Field Training segment.

Once districts have been selected, district offices should be able to provide qualified staff to be

trained as trainers.  The director should meet with the appropriate health authorities from the

region and districts and with the trainers to discuss the importance of improved drug supply at

first-level health facilities and of district-level support for the training.

The director should also inform, and possibly involve, representatives from relevant drug

programmes, such as Drug Action and Essential Drugs, as well as child health programmes or

efforts such as CDD, ARI, Malaria Control and IMCI (Integrated Management of Childhood

Illness).

PREPARATIONS CHECKLIST

Careful planning and strong administrative assistance are essential before, during and after the

Drug Supply Management course.  The Preparations Checklist on the following pages lists the

items to be completed before the TOT begins.

The Preparations Checklist has two sections:  Initial Planning and Course Preparations.  The

Initial Planning section includes early preparations for the course.  The Course Preparations

section includes the tasks to be done at the workshop location before the TOT begins.  Each

section begins with the number one.

Read the Preparations Checklist carefully.  Plan how all items on the checklist will be done.
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PREPARATIONS CHECKLIST Initial Planning

The most efficient way for you to understand the content and flow of the Drug Supply

Management training is to thoroughly read the course texts:  Participant's Manual, Trainer's

Guide and Director's Guide.  These texts will prepare you to conduct the course.

The first six tasks on the following checklist should be done by the person who is initiating the

Drug Supply Management course.  That person may be an external drug supply training

professional, a representative of the MOH, an authority of the national host institution or you.

 If someone other than yourself is responsible for these tasks, you should participate in their

completion whenever possible.

As a task is completed, mark the task with a tick (�).

___  1. Meet with relevant MOH staff and national or regional authorities to

determine the appropriateness of the technical content and plan adjustments

in the texts.

Introduce the Drug Supply Management training.

Explain the need for improved drug supply at first-level health facilities.  Explain that

standard procedures for drug supply management, developed by a body of global drug

experts, are taught in a 4-day workshop to first-level health workers.  Also explain that

the training begins with a TOT for district-level health workers and ends with follow-

up Field Training at participants' health facilities.  The complete training (all three

segments) lasts four weeks.

Introduce the Drug Supply Management materials.

The materials include:  Handbook for Drug Supply Management at the First-level

Health Facility, Participant's Manual, Trainer's Guide and Director's Guide.

Explain that the handbook and manual are similar.  They both contain identical

information about a first-level facility's drug supply, its components and the standard

procedures recommended for each component.  Explain that the handbook is for

reference and the manual is for use during the workshop and Field Training as it

contains all workshop and follow-up activities.

Review each drug supply component and its standard procedures. 

Components include:

� How The Drug Store Is Prepared

� How Supplies Are Organised

� How Records Are Kept

� How Supplies Are Ordered

� How Supplies Are Received

� How Drugs Are Dispensed

� How Payment Is Received
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Decide if any component should be omitted because it is not part of the drug supply

in first-level facilities in the training area.  Decide if any technical material should by

modified based on existing drug policies.  Decide if there are other topics that should

be discussed, such as payment for drugs, essential drug kits received independent of

drug ordering procedures.

Review all forms that accompany the components.  The forms include:

� Stock Card (see How Records Are Kept, How Supplies Are Ordered)

� Requisition Form (see How Supplies Are Ordered)

� Delivery Form (see How Supplies Are Received)

� Discrepancy Report Form (see How Supplies Are Received)

� Drug Label (see How Drugs Are Dispensed)

� Payment Receipt (see How Payment Is Received)

� Payment Ledger (see How Payment Is Received)

Compare the above forms with the ones used in first-level health facilities in the

country, region or district (the area where the training will take place).  Decide which

forms should be used in the workshop.  If a form will be used in the workshop that is

not in the handbook, find all references to that form in the training materials. 

Substitute the form that will be used.

Make changes in the materials.

Rewrite technical recommendations and replace them and forms in the appropriate

places in the handbook and manual.  Then, make the corresponding changes in the

Director's Guide and Trainer's Guide.

___  2. Meet with relevant MOH staff and national or regional authorities to plan the

Drug Supply Management training.

Select districts to attend the training.

District selection should be based on need, proximity and qualified personnel to be

trained as trainers.  A typical training would have two districts in attendance.

Select the dates for the training.

A typical training would be held over a period of four consecutive weeks.  Refer to the

proposed Drug Supply Management Schedule on the inside front cover of this guide.

 Determine the following dates:

� 1 week for TOT:  ____________________________________

� 1 week for Workshop (includes additional day for TOT):

_______________________________________

� 2 weeks (10 days) for the Field Training:

_______________________________________
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Review the TOT and workshop schedules on the inside section covers of Part Two

and Part Three in this guide.  If there are changes to the technical material or time

constraints in the area where the training will take place, there may be suggestions for

minor adjustments to the proposed schedules.  If so, decide on changes.

Adjust the dates now.  Revise the schedules to reflect the changes.  Make enough

copies of the revised course schedule for directors and trainers.

Select a training location:  town, workshop location and lodging.

The town should be in one of the districts and a reasonable distance from the other

districts attending the course.  The town should have at least four first-level health

facilities that can be visited during TOT and workshop field trips.

The workshop location should have a secure classroom with locking storage (to

prevent theft!) and preferably a food service to provide meals and tea during training

times.  The classroom should be:

� Large enough for all course participants (22 persons in a typical training;

that is, 2 directors, 4 trainers and 16 participants) with ample space to

perform workshop activities in four small groups

� Available for the full four weeks

� Free from distractions such as traffic, noise, and other general

interruptions

� Adequately lit and ventilated.  If the room has windows, blinds are

needed to block outdoor light when using the overhead projector.

� Outfitted with electricity coming into the room and an electrical outlet

The lodging should be:

� Located in (or within walking distance of) the workshop location

� Adequate for the directors, trainers and participants

� Able to provide meals for course participants

� Available for the full four weeks for the directors and trainers and for

three nights lodging and four days meals for participants

Refer to the training schedule.  During the TOT and workshop, trainers and

participants will leave the workshop location to make field trips.  During Field

Training, trainers will travel to facilities during the day and, where possible, reconvene

at the workshop location at night.  Plan meals accordingly.

Select four or five health facilities suitable as field trip sites.

A suitable site is one that is near the training location, has a supply of drugs in stock,

patients during the time of the field trip, and staff willing to cooperate with the field

trip activities.
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Trainers will visit one health facility during the TOT.  Trainers and participants will

visit four facilities during the workshop.  The health facility visited during the TOT

could also be one of the facilities visited during the workshop.

Find out the name of the person in charge of each of the facilities.

___  3. Meet with officials from the selected districts.  Describe the Drug Supply

Management training, dates, location and target audience.

Ask for the districts' cooperation.

Explain the need for improved drug supply management at first-level health facilities

in the districts.  Give a brief overview of the three segments of the training.  Ask for

district's support during the training, including continued support as standard

procedures are implemented and drug supply is improved at participants' health

facilities.

Tell the proposed training dates, schedule and location.  Also ask districts to provide

transportation for trainers and participants during the course, including to and from the

course, to field trip sites during the TOT and the workshop, and to and from

participants' facilities for Field Training visits.

Select district-level health workers to be trainers.

Explain that four trainers are needed, one or two from each district.  Ask the district

officials to identify district-level staff with drug supply backgrounds or in-service

training duties who will be trained as trainers.  Explain that trainers should be

available during all four weeks of the training.  Discuss the possibility of  trainers also

conducting subsequent courses.

Select first-level health workers to be the participants.

Explain that the workshop is intended for 16 participants from 16 different first-level

facilities located in the various districts.  Ask the district officials to identify health

facilities in each district to participate in the training.  (A typical training would have

eight health facilities represented from each of two districts.)

Then ask them to identify health workers to attend the workshop.  The health workers

should have drug supply responsibilities at their facilities.  Health workers should be:

� Available to attend all days of the workshop

� Able to improve the drug supply at his facility

� Willing to inform and instruct other health workers at his facility of the

standard procedures of drug supply management
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___  4. Compile a list of those who will be invited to attend the training.

The list should include the names of the district offices, trainers and addresses.  Also

list all participants, names of their health facilities and addresses.

___  5. Prepare and send a letter of invitation to each district-level health worker

selected to be a trainer for the course.

The letter should be from the appropriate MOH office or host institution.  The letter

should:

� Congratulate the district-level health worker on being chosen as one of

four trainers of the Drug Supply Management training

� Briefly describe the Drug Supply Management training, including

organisation of the TOT, Workshop and Field Training segments

� State that trainers will participate in the complete Drug Supply

Management Training (the full 4 weeks)

� State that during the Workshop segment each trainer will work with a

group of participants from his or her district

� Specify the workshop location, dates, desired arrival and departure

times, travel arrangements and per diem

___  6. Prepare and send a letter of invitation to each first-level health worker

selected to be a workshop participant.

The letter should be from the appropriate MOH office or host institution.  The letter

should:

� Congratulate the health worker on being chosen as a participant for Drug

Supply Management workshop

� Briefly describe the need for improved drug supply management, the

purpose and organisation of the training, including the Field Training

segment

� Specify the workshop location, dates, desired arrival and departure

times, travel arrangements and per diem

� Stress the importance of attending the entire workshop

The letter should also be addressed to the person in charge of the participant's

facility to inform that person of the above.

(The following items should be done by the course directors or someone who has been designated

to assist them.)

___  7. Make arrangements for trainer's and participants' travel and per diem.
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___  8. Collect all training supplies.

Review the Drug Supply Management supplies on the following pages.  The supplies

are divided into six lists:  "For General Use," "For Directors, Trainers and

Participants," "For Directors and Trainers," "For Workshop Sessions," "For Field

Training at Each Participant's Health Facility," and "For Debriefing."

The supply lists on the following pages are excerpted from the Trainer's Guide, see

pages B-1 to B-5.

Amounts listed are total amounts needed, based on suggested workshop and Field

Training numbers.  Numbers set off in bold parentheses are additional amounts needed

for the TOT.  Adjust the amounts as needed if your training will have more or fewer

people in attendance.

For General Use

FURNITURE SUPPLIES

____  2 large tables for displayed items ____  Clock (for timing sessions)

____  4 tables (large enough for 5 persons) ____  Tape (masking)  

____  1 desk for directors' use ____  Flipchart paper pad

____  22 chairs (for 2 directors, 4 trainers ____  Chalk (1 box)

and 16 participants) ____  Erasers (for chalkboard, pencils)

____  4 Staplers (for each small group)

EQUIPMENT ____  Box of staples

____  Overhead projector, preferably on cart ____  Acetate (20 sheets, for transparencies)

____  Screen (or unobstructed view of ____  Markers (1 set, for transparencies)

light-coloured wall) ____  Cloth (for wiping transparencies clean)

____  Chalkboard or white board ____  Markers (1 set, thick line, for posters)

____  Flipchart stand (optional) ____  Carbon paper (optional)

For Directors, Trainers and Participants

____  22 Manuals for First-level Facilities (for 2 directors, 4 trainers and 16 participants)

____  27 Handbooks for Drug Supply Management at the First-level Health Facility

(for 2 directors, 4 trainers, 16 participants and 5 additional handbooks,

one for each field trip facility visited during the TOT and workshop)

____  50 Pencils and 25 pens (minimum 2 pencils and 1 pen per person)

____  22 Calculators (for directors, trainers and participants)

____  22 Notepads of paper (for directors, trainers and participants)

For Directors and Trainers

____  6 Trainer's Guides (for 2 directors and 4 trainers)

____  6 Stock Card Pads (for 2 directors and 4 trainers)

____  Set of transparencies (from Section G:  Transparencies in Trainer's Guide)

____  Map of districts and health facilities (participants' facilities and field trip facilities)

____  Pre-training list of participants and facilities (updated after workshop registration)

____  List of field trip facilities, including address, phone and name of person in charge
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For Workshop Sessions

SESSION 1:  REGISTRATION

____  16 (4) Registration forms (one for each participant)

____  22 Name tags (for 2 directors, 4 trainers and 16 participants)

____  Lodging and meals accommodations

SESSION 2:  WORKSHOP OPENING

____  4 Posters with small group assignments (one for each small group)

____  16 Workshop Schedules (one for each participant or, if revised,

22 schedules for 2 directors, 4 trainers and 16 participants)

____  Transparency 1 - List of Drug Supply Components and Icons

SESSION 3:  INTRODUCTION CHAPTER

  HOW DRUG STORE IS PREPARED

____  Transparency 2 - Activity I Worksheet

SESSION 4:  HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORGANISED

____  4 Boxes, used for supply deliveries, each containing a minimum of:

____  2 Bottles of antibiotic tablets - 500, 250, or 125 mg

____  2 Bottles of antibiotic tablets - same generic antibiotic as above with

different strength, unit size or brand name

____  2 Bottles of antibiotic syrup - same antibiotic as above

____  2 Bottles of antimalarial tablets

____  2 Bottles of antipyretic tablets

____  2 Bottles of other liquid drug (such as iron syrup, vitamin A syrup)

____  2 Tubes of ointment (such as tetracycline eye ointment)

____  25 Packets of Oral Rehydration Salts (ORS)

____  10 Shelf labels or masking tape

____  Marker

____  4 (1) Blank requisition forms

____  4 (1) Blank discrepancy report forms

SESSION 5:  HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT

____  Bottle of amoxycillin 250 mg, 500 tablets

____  Transparency 3 - Stock Card

____  Transparency 4 - Drug Movements

____  Transparency 5 - Amoxycillin 250 mg Stock Card

____  Transparency 6 - Benzylpenicillin Stock Card

____  Transparency 7 - Tetracycline Stock Card

____  Transparency 8 - Amoxycillin 500 mg Stock Card

SESSION 6:  HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORDERED

____  Transparency 9 - Requisition Form

SESSION 7:  HOW SUPPLIES ARE RECEIVED

____  Transparency 10 - Delivery Form

____  Transparency 11 - Discrepancy Report Form

____  4 Boxes of drugs and supplies (same as Activity III), and including:

____  2 Discrepancies in each box or on each requisition form, such as:

an item listed on the form but not in box, an item in the box but not listed on the form,

an expired or poor quality item

____  Containers of expired drugs (minimum of one in each box)

____  Containers of poor quality drugs (minimum of one in each box)

____  4 Requisition Forms, one for each box,

completed and taped to the outside of each box

____  4 Master copies of Discrepancy Report Forms, one for each box

____  Box with side label "Return to Medical Supplier"
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SESSION 8:  HOW DRUGS ARE DISPENSED

____  Transparency 12 - Drug Label

____  Transparency 13 - How to Make a Dispensing Tray

____  Common bag carried by adults in your area

____  Common toy used by small children in your area

____  Shawl worn by older women

____  Lab coat or badge worn by first-level health workers

____  Small sheet of paper used for writing prescriptions

____  Several drug containers (2 drug envelopes and 2 small bottles)

____  4 Drug labels

____  Bottle of COTRIMOXAZOLE syrup

____  Bottle of PARACETAMOL 500 mg tablets

____  Common spoon

SESSION 9:  HOW PAYMENT IS RECEIVED

____  Payment receipt used in your area

____  Payment ledger in your area

____  Receipt book common in your area

____  Locking money box

____  Simple filing system (file or boxes) for organising payment records

____  Duplicate receipt given by bank in your area when deposits are made

SESSION 10:  HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR DRUG SUPPLY

____  Transparency 14 - Drug Supply Plan, front side

____  Transparency 15 - Drug Supply Plan, back side

SESSION 11:  PREPARATIONS FOR WORKSHOP FIELD TRIP

____  Transportation arrangements

SESSION 12:  WORKSHOP FIELD TRIP

____  4 (1) Thank-you cards and envelopes (one for each small group, to leave at facility)

____  20 (4) Boxed lunches (for 4 trainers and 16 participants)

SESSION 13:  FIELD TRAINING PREPARATIONS

____  4 Posters with Field Training assignments (one for each small group)

____  16 Field Training Letters (for each participant, to give to person in charge of his facility)

____  16 (4) File folders (4 for each trainer)

SESSION 14:  WORKSHOP CLOSING

____  16 Workshop Questionnaires (one for each participant)

____  22 DSM group photographs (for 2 directors, 4 trainers and 16 participants)

____  20 Drug Supply Management Certificates (for 4 trainers and 16 participants)

________________________

Note Session 4 and Session 7:

� You will use the same boxes of supplies in Session 4 and Session 7.  Be sure that you

understand how to do the activities for both sessions, including the supplies that are needed

for both.

� Before Session 4, pack the boxes with drugs that are readily available at facilities in the

area.  Before Session 7, collect enough of the additional supplies that are needed.   Pack and

prepare the boxes.
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For Field Training at Each Participant's Health Facility

____  Transportation arrangements

____  Participant's Drug Supply Plan

____  Participant's Field Training File

____  Field Training Card

____  Stock Card Pad

____  Blank copies of all drug supply forms:

- Requisition form

- Delivery form

- Discrepancy report form

- Drug label

- Payment receipt

- Payment ledger

____  Carbon paper, optional

____  Boxed lunch (if trainer returns in same day.  If not,

off-site lodging and meal accommodations are needed)

For Debriefing

Directors and trainers will debrief after the workshop, and during and after the Field Training.

____  4 Trainer's Surveys (one for each trainer)

Collect enough of each item for all three segments of the training.

Keep the supplies organised.  Arrange for transporting the supplies to the workshop

location.

___  9. Plan opening ceremonies for the TOT and the workshop.

Decide which local authorities to invite.

You should invite persons who participated in the preparations for the training.  You

may also want to invite local, district or regional health staff who may want to be

involved in supporting future improvements to drug supply management at the health

facilities.  At both opening ceremonies, you will want to acknowledge the guests and

their roles in drug supply management in your area.

Invite the local authorities according to local custom.  Ask one or two key people to

give brief comments at each opening ceremony.

Prepare opening statement.

The statement will be given at both opening ceremonies.  The statement should focus

on the need for improved drug supply management at first-level health facilities in

your country.  It should also include the characteristics of the training you are about

to present (that is, the TOT or the workshop).
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Use the following outline for the opening statement:

I. Need for Drug Supply Management training

A. Current status of the drug supply at first-level facilities

B. Rationale for recommending drug supply procedures for first-level

health workers

II. Commitment of the MOH, or national, regional or district authorities to

the standard procedures of drug supply management

III. Key characteristics of the workshop

A. Technical material in the Participant's Manual, reinforced in the

activities of the workshop

B. Field trip to a first-level heath facility to observe drug supply

practices

C. Drug Supply Plan to improve participants' drug supply

management

D. Field Training, follow-up at each participant's health facility

___ 10. Plan closing ceremony of the workshop.

Decide which local authorities will be invited (see above).

Invite them according to local custom.  Ask key people to give brief comments.

Prepare a brief closing statement.

Prepare a Drug Supply Management certificate.

One way to acknowledge trainers and participants is to reward them with a certificate

upon completion of the training.  Certificates may be available from the MOH or host

institution.  If not, there is a sample on the following page.  Use it as a guide to make

an appropriate certificate for your training.

___ 11. Plan closing following the Field Training.

A final debriefing occurs after all Field Training visits are made and trainers have

completed all course follow-up activities.

Prepare a brief statement to acknowledge the trainers' work as this will be the last

event of the training.

Decide if is appropriate to invite guests, such as a representative from the MOH or

host institution, or someone who had a role in initiating the training.  If so, invite them

according to local custom.
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insert example of Drug Supply Management training certificate here
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PREPARATIONS CHECKLIST Course Preparations

Both directors should arrive at the workshop location a few days early.  They should do the

following tasks to ensure that the training runs smoothly.  (You or someone you have designated

may also need to stay a few extra days at the workshop location after the training to pack up the

remaining materials and pay training-related bills.)

___  1. Meet with workshop location staff.

Confirm lodging facilities.  Confirm tea/meal service during the training.  Review

the dates of each segment, the number of people in attendance and the services that

will be needed.

Check that you have access to a telephone or courier service and photocopy

machine, either on-site or in a nearby town.  Explain that you will use the phone or

courier service to arrange for off-site activities (field trips and Field Training

visits).  You will use the machine to make transparencies and copy workshop

forms, if needed.

Check that the classroom is prepared.  Make arrangements to keep the room tidy

and equipment in good working order throughout the course.

___  2. Make copies of revised schedule.

If any changes were made to the TOT schedule in the guide, make enough copies

for directors and trainers.

___  3. Make transparencies.

To make transparencies, see Sections F and G in the Trainer's Guide.  Section F

contains instructions on how to make transparencies.  Section G contains the

transparencies.  If you do not have a way to make transparencies in your area, you

may have to ask the MOH or your host institution for help.

Review the transparencies.  Some of the transparencies are forms recommended in

the manual.  If you will be teaching health workers how to use other locally-

appropriate forms, make transparencies of those forms rather than the comparable

ones in Section G.

___  4. Organise and store the supplies.

Supplies should be easily accessible and organised in the order that they will be

used during the TOT.  Secure the supplies in a locking closet or cabinet.  This is

especially important to prevent theft of the drugs during the training!

During the TOT, trainers will further organise the workshop supplies.
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___  5. Check that you have enough copies of the registration form.

You will need a registration form for each trainer and participant.  If necessary,

make additional copies of the form.

___  6. Review the map of the districts and health facilities.

You should understand where the trainers and participants will be coming from,

distance between the workshop location and the participants' health facilities, and

the exact location of the field trip facilities.

If a map is not available, draw a map on a large piece of flipchart paper.

___  7. Confirm attendance of local authorities at the TOT and Workshop opening

ceremonies.

___  8. Confirm transportation arrangements.

For trainers: Transportation to the workshop location on the first day of the

TOT and departure on the day of the final debriefing after the

Field Training

For participants: Transportation to the workshop location on the first day of the

workshop and departure on the last day of the workshop

Arrange for transportation to and from the TOT and workshop field trip sites.  Give

locations, dates and time.  Also give number of people to be travelling.

Explain that you will be able to provide a more specific schedule of Field Training

transportation needs at the end of next week.

___  9. Meet with the person in charge of each field trip facility.

Describe the Drug Supply Management training.  Explain the field trip and show the

forms that will be used.  Give the field trip dates (TOT and workshop) and, if known,

the number of people who will be present at the visit.

___ 10. Make arrangements for a workshop photograph.

The photograph should include all directors, trainers and participants.  It will be

distributed at the workshop closing.  To allow for enough time to process the film, the

photograph should be taken on the first day of the workshop.
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TRAINING OF TRAINERS (TOT) SCHEDULE

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 (after workshop)

Registration

SESSION 1: OPENING

- Opening statements

- Overview of training

- Target audience

- TOT objectives

- Review materials

- Training assignments

- Workshop Introduction

SESSION 4: WS 4

How Supplies are

Organised

SESSION 8: WS 8 and

TRAINING TECHNIQUES (TT)

WS: How Drugs are

Dispensed

TT: Conducting a Workshop

and

Facilitating the Small

Group

TT: Leading a Simulation

SESSION 12: WS 12

Workshop Field Trip

SESSION 15:
TRAINING

TECHNIQUES (TT)

SESSIONS

TT 1: Conducting a

Workshop

TT 2: Using Teaching

Aids

SESSION 16:
FIELD TRAINING (FT)

SESSIONS

FT 1: Participant

Workshop

Debriefing

FT 2: Preparations for

Field Training

TEA

SESSION 1, cont. SESSION 5: WS 5

How Records are

Kept

SESSION 9: WS 9 and TT

WS: How Payment is

Received

TT: Using Teaching Aids

TT 3: Teaching Adults FT 3: Field Training Card

LUNCH

SESSION 2: WORKSHOP

SESSION (WS) 2

Workshop Opening

SESSION 6: WS 6

How Supplies are

Ordered

SESSION 10: WS 10 and TT

WS: How to Improve Your

Drug Supply

TT: Using Teaching Aids

TT: Teaching Adults

SESSION 13: About the

Field Training and WS 13

WS: Field Training

Preparations

TT 3: Teaching Adults,

cont.

FT 4: Field Training Visit

TEA

SESSION 3: WS 3

Introduction chapter and

How the Drug Store is

Prepared

SESSION 7: WS 7

How Supplies are

Received

SESSION 11: WS 11

Preparations for Field Trip

SESSION 14: WS and

Workshop Debriefing

WS: Workshop Closing

TT 4: Leading a

Simulation or Role

Play

TT 5: Working with Co-

trainers

SESSION 17: CLOSING
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PART TWO:  TOT

During this segment of the training, you will teach district-level staff the standard procedures

of drug supply management and show them how to conduct an effective workshop.  Training

district-level trainers is extremely important.  The health workers who attend the workshop

need skilled trainers who are familiar with the workshop materials and are good teachers.

You will use this guide, the Trainer's Guide and the Participant's Manual to conduct the

TOT.  When instructions in this guide refer you to the Trainer's Guide or the manual, leave

this guide open to keep your place.  As you will have several books open at the same time,

you will need a large table for you and your co-director.  The table should have enough space

so that you both can arrange the texts in front of you.

You will first facilitate a Drug Supply Management workshop for the trainers, following the

guidelines in the Trainer's Guide.  You will also use the Director's Guide to teach training

techniques and take care of administrative tasks.  Then you will give trainers practice of

training techniques and help them with final preparations for the workshop and the arrival of

participants.  It is your responsibility to teach the technical content of the texts, model good

trainer techniques, observe the trainers as they practice, give constructive feedback, and take

care of all administrative needs.

In the TOT, trainers learn the components and standard procedures of drug supply by first

participating in the workshop sessions as if they were participants.  They will read the

Participant's Manual and do the activities for each chapter, including participating in a field

trip at a first-level health facility.  They will also practice training techniques and prepare for

the workshop and Field Training.  They will refer to the Trainer's Guide as they do the

workshop and use the guide as they complete the TOT sessions.

TOT SCHEDULE

A proposed schedule for the TOT is on the previous page.  The TOT schedule includes a

Drug Supply Management workshop for trainers, sessions on training techniques and

preparations for the Field Training.  The schedule for the workshop follows the participant

workshop schedule.  (See schedule on the inside section cover of Part Three in this guide.)

Display the TOT schedule during the TOT.

TRAINING TECHNIQUES

Section F:  Training Techniques in the Trainer's Guide contains general teaching methods for

conducting a workshop.  It also contains guidelines on teaching adults, leading workshop

activities and working with co-trainers.
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To effectively conduct the workshop, trainers should be able to speak in front of a group. 

They should keep the focus of the workshop on the content of the materials.  Trainers should

know how to use teaching aids effectively.  They should also be able to facilitate small group

activities.

Trainers should also be comfortable working with the other trainers.  During the TOT, you

should help trainers become acquainted with each other and develop a good working

relationship.  At the end of the TOT, the trainers will select one trainer to be the lead

workshop trainer.  That person will have the responsibility to maintain the flow and focus of

the workshop.  The other trainers will work with their own small group and assist the lead

trainer as needed.

Read and study Section F:  Training Techniques in the Trainer's Guide now.  If you need to

remind a trainer of a technique during the TOT or workshop, you should be able to tell him

where to find the information in this guide.

TRAINER TASKS

Trainers will perform a number of tasks throughout the workshop.  Each task may require the

use of one or more of the techniques described in Section F.  You will model how to do the

tasks during the workshop sessions of the TOT.  As you model, explain to trainers that you

will give them practice of the technique after they complete the workshop.

Workshop sessions and related trainer tasks are listed below.  Review the corresponding

chapters in the Participant's Manual and the trainer's guidelines in the Trainer's Guide to

prepare yourself for the TOT.

Sessions 1 - 2:  Registration and Workshop Opening

Trainers should be able to:

� Meet participants upon arrival at the workshop location

� Register participants

� Help participants get settled

� Make participants feel welcome

Sessions 3 - 9:  Drug supply components and activities in the manual

Each session requires that trainers be able to:

� Introduce and explain the component and its standard procedures

� Show participants how to do the standard procedures

� Facilitate the chapter activity as small group leaders

� Give feedback, as needed

� Summarise the chapter and activity

Session 10:  How to Improve Your Drug Supply

Trainers should be able to:

� Explain how to develop a plan

� Help participants develop a realistic plan for their facilities
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Sessions 11 - 12:  Preparations for and Workshop Field Trip

Trainers should be able to:

� Prepare their small group for the field trip

� Introduce the field trip (and participants) to the staff at the field trip facility

� Oversee participants as they perform the field trip activities (that is,

observe drug supply practices and record observations on forms)

� Discuss field trip observations with participants

Session 13:  Field Training Preparations

Trainers should be able to:

� Organise and arrange for each Field Training visit

� Conduct a Field Training visit, including making a Field Training Report

Session 14:  Workshop Closing

Trainers should be able to:

� Summarise the workshop

� Motivate participants to want to improve their drug supplies

HOW TRAINERS WILL LEARN TRAINING TECHNIQUES

The TOT uses a training model of EXPLAIN, SHOW, DO to teach the training techniques. 

Trainers need good explanation (EXPLAIN) and demonstration (SHOW) of training

techniques.  They also need sufficient practice (DO) so they will become effective workshop

leaders and be able to perform trainer tasks successfully.

Follow the TOT guidelines to know when to EXPLAIN a training technique.

To EXPLAIN a training technique:

1. Take a time-out from the workshop.  Call attention to the training technique after

you do it in a session.  EXPLAIN is marked in appropriate places in the TOT

Checklist, Sessions 8 - 11.

2. Briefly explain the technique.  Ask trainers if they have questions.  Answer the

questions thoroughly.

3. Continue the workshop.

Each time you use the technique in later sessions, you are demonstrating the technique.  Each

time a trainer practices conducting part of the workshop, he is demonstrating the technique.

After completing the workshop, trainers will read about the techniques (EXPLAIN).  Then

you will select trainers to practice the techniques.  As a trainer conducts a workshop session

or activity for the other trainers, he is practicing what he will need to do in the workshop. 

The practice will also SHOW the other trainers the training technique.
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To DO (that is, give a trainer practice of) a training technique:

1. Select an activity that has opportunity for demonstrating the technique.

2. Have trainers turn to the activity in the manual and the appropriate guidelines in the

Trainer's Guide.

3. Select a trainer to practice the technique.

Explain to the other trainers that they should listen to the trainer and follow his

instructions as if they are participants.  They should also watch if the trainer

follows the workshop guidelines in the Trainer's Guide and practices the technique

correctly.

4. Observe (along with the other trainers) the selected trainer practicing the technique.

5. When the trainer finishes, thank him.  Ask the trainers:

� Did the trainer follow the guidelines in the Trainer's Guide?

� Did he practice the technique correctly?

6. Praise the trainer.  Ask the other trainers to mention a specific action that the

trainer did well.  Give constructive feedback.  Be positive, encouraging and

helpful.

If time allows, you may decide to have another trainer practice the same activity and

technique.  The observers would then be able to compare and comment on the strengths and

weaknesses of both demonstrations.  This also gives trainers more opportunities to practice. 

More practice will result in more skill, ease and confidence.

TRAINING GRID

There is a Training Grid on the next page.  Use it to track trainers' practice of training

techniques.

Remove the grid from the guide (or make a photocopy) and place it near you on the table. 

Enter the name of each trainer in the top spaces of the grid.

Give each trainer at least one opportunity to practice each technique by the end of the TOT. 

Each time a trainer practices a technique, tick the appropriate space on the grid.
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TRAINING GRID
DRUG SUPPLY MANAGEMENT TRAINING

{PRIVATE }TRAINING

TECHNIQUES

NAMES OF TRAINERS

CONDUCTING A WORKSHOP

1. Using general techniques

2. Facilitating small group

USING TEACHING AIDS

1. Writing on board

2. Projecting transparencies

TEACHING ADULTS

1. Ensuring active participation

2. Individualising instruction

3. Giving feedback

4. Motivating participants

LEADING SIMULATION / ROLE PLAY
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DAILY SUMMARY

You should summarise the day's sessions at the end of each day of the TOT.  Keep the

summary brief as trainers will be tired.  Trainers will also have to prepare for the next day's

sessions.

Guidelines can be found at the end of each day's sessions as indicated on the TOT schedule

(that is, at the end of Session 3, Session 7, Session 11 and Session 15).

TOT CHECKLIST

The TOT Checklist has two sections:  Preparations and Sessions.  Each section of the

checklist and each session begin with the number one.

The Preparations section contains tasks to be done immediately prior to the TOT.

The Sessions section has five parts:  Opening, Workshop, Training Techniques, Field

Training, and Closing.

� The Opening Session includes specific tasks to begin the TOT.

� The Workshop Sessions supplements the information in Section C:  Workshop

Guidelines of the Trainer's Guide.  The checklist gives additional director

guidelines to conduct the workshop for the trainers in the TOT.  The sessions are

numbered the same as in the participant's workshop.

� The Training Techniques Sessions contain guidelines for teaching trainers the

techniques they will need to conduct the workshop.

� The Field Training Sessions contain guidelines for teaching trainers how to

conduct a Field Training visit.

� The Closing Session includes specific tasks to bring closure to the TOT.

Read the TOT Checklist before you begin the TOT.  Carefully plan how all items will be

done.
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TOT CHECKLIST Preparations

___  1. Prepare for the TOT:

Review the training materials.  Plan how to conduct each TOT session.

Review the TOT schedule.   Make changes to the schedule that may be necessary. 

Enlarge the schedule and display it on the classroom wall.

___  2. Make sure the supplies needed for DAY 1 sessions are organised and ready to

be used.

___  3. Welcome trainers at the workshop location.

Help trainers get settled in their lodging accommodations.

___  4. Take care of all administrative tasks, such as registration and per diem.

Have all trainers complete a registration form.

Collect the forms and keep them in a safe place until the participants' workshop

next week.
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TOT CHECKLIST Opening Session - DAY 1

SESSION 1:  TRAINING OF TRAINERS (TOT) OPENING

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Clock

� Board (chalkboard, white board or flipchart)

� Writing tools for board (chalk or markers)

� Training schedule, if different than the schedule in the Trainer's Guide

� Trainer's Guides, one for each trainer

� Participant's Manuals, one for each trainer

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Welcome and make introductions.

2. Present opening statement.

3. Describe training schedule.

4. Distribute materials.

5. Describe technical changes, if necessary.

6. Describe target audience.

7. Present objectives of the TOT.

8. Review Trainer's Guide.

9. Briefly review Participant's Manual.

10. Review training assignments.

11. Introduce participant workshop.

Use the clock to keep track of time for this and subsequent sessions.  Keep sessions to the

TOT schedule as much as possible.  If sessions take longer than planned, you may have to

hold sessions in the evening.

___  1. Welcome and make introductions.

Welcome everyone to the Drug Supply Management training and the TOT

according to local custom.

Make introductions.

Introduce yourself and your co-director.  Move to the board and write your names

in large letters.  (See "Using Teaching Aids," Section F:  Training Techniques of

the Trainer's Guide.)

Ask each trainer to introduce him or herself and identify the district where he

works.  Encourage trainers to give other identifying information.
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___  2. Present opening statement.

___  3. Describe training schedule.

Ask trainers to open to the Drug Supply Management Training schedule on the

inside front cover of their Trainer's Guide.  If your training schedule is different

than the one in the guide, give each trainer a copy of the revised schedule.

Review the dates of each segment:  TOT, workshop and Field Training.  The TOT

occurs during the first week and has an additional day after the workshop.

___  4. Distribute materials.

Give each trainer a Trainer's Guide and Participant's Manual.  Also give trainers a

copy of the revised TOT schedule, if necessary.

During the TOT, trainers will FIRST participate in a Drug Supply Management

workshop.  They should use the manual as the participants will use it next week. 

They should refer to the Trainer's Guide to understand how the workshop is

conducted.

Ask trainers to write their names on their copies of the materials.

___  5. Describe technical changes, if necessary.

Changes may include technical material or forms.  State each change and where it

can be found in the Participant's Manual and the Trainer's Guide.

If appropriate, explain the reasons for the changes.

___  6. Describe target audience.

Explain that Drug Supply Management training has been developed for first-level

health workers with drug supply responsibilities at their facilities.

Explain the district and facilities that will be represented at the workshop.

(Adjust the following numbers, as necessary.)

In a typical training there are two districts represented at the course.  Each district

sends two district-level staff as trainers.  In total, there are four trainers.

Each district selects eight first-level health facilities.  Each facility sends one health

worker to attend the workshop.  Therefore, there will be 16 health workers

participating at the workshop next week.
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___  7. Present objectives of the TOT.

Explain to the trainers that the TOT will prepare them to conduct the workshop and

Field Training.  The TOT will teach them the content of the manual and lead them

through all of the workshop activities, including a field trip to a nearby first-level

health facility.  The TOT will teach them how to plan for Field Training at each

participant's health facility.

Review and explain the following TOT objectives aloud.  Write the objectives on

the board.

TOT OBJECTIVES

1. To learn the content in the Participant's Manual and develop the skills to

correctly manage the drug supply at a first-level health facility.

2. To learn how to conduct a Drug Supply Management workshop using the

Trainer's Guide.

3. To learn effective training techniques, including:

� General techniques for any teaching situation and for

facilitating the small group

� How to use teaching aids

� Specific techniques for teaching adults

4. To learn how to lead a simulation and role play

5. To learn how to become a trainer team

6. To identify, discuss and propose solutions to problems that trainers may

encounter in the workshop, such as:

� Components or standard procedures that may be difficult to

teach or difficult for participants to learn

� Serious drug supply problems that exist in your area
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___  8. Review Trainer's Guide.

Explain that the guide contains seven sections:  Introduction, Training

Preparations, Workshop Guidelines, Field Trip Forms, Field Training, Training

Techniques and Transparencies.

Ask trainers to read Section A:  Introduction section.

When they finish reading, review main points.  Ask the following questions:

� How does a trainer teach?

� How does a trainer motivate?

� How does a trainer manage?

� What are your primary responsibilities?

� How should you prepare for the workshop and Field Training?

Briefly introduce Section B:  Training Preparations.

Explain that the section contains information about the classroom and equipment

needed for the workshop and lists the workshop supplies.

Briefly introduce Sections C, D and E.

Explain that the sections contain schedules, trainer's guidelines and forms for the

workshop and Field Training.

� Section C:  Workshop Guidelines is organised by workshop session. 

Each session has an overview page that lists the session's main points.

� Section D contains two sets of field trip forms for trainers to use during

the workshop.

� Section E:  Field Training contains a description of the Field Training

segment, preparations for trainers and participants, and guidelines on

how to conduct a Field Training visit.

Trainers will thoroughly read and study these sections in the next few days of the

TOT.

Briefly introduce Section F:  Training Techniques.

Explain that this section contains information about how to successfully conduct a

workshop.  Trainers will read this section and practice the techniques during the

TOT.  Tell trainers that they should refer to this section as needed throughout the

course.

Briefly introduce Section G:  Transparencies.

Explain that this section contains paper copies of the transparencies used in the

TOT and workshop.  Show trainers the transparencies that you have prepared.
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___  9. Briefly review Participant's Manual.

Only briefly review the manual at this time.  During the next session, you will

introduce the manual to the trainers as participants in a workshop.

Explain that the manual is the only text participants will be given during the

workshop.  The manual describes the components and standard procedures of drug

supply management.  The manual also contains the workshop activities. 

Participants will use the manual during the workshop and when they return to their

facilities.

___ 10. Review training assignments.

Review the following assignments.  Explain that assignments will be made toward

the end of the TOT.

Trainers and small groups:

All trainers will be small group leaders responsible for teaching the standard

procedures to the members of their small group.  They will also be responsible for

conducting all workshop and Field Training small group activities.

Each small group will have the same number of participants.  (A typical workshop

will have four participants in each small group.)  The members of the small group

and the trainer should all come from the same district.

Small group assignments will be made prior to the workshop.

Lead trainer:

There will be one trainer who will be selected at the end of the TOT to be the lead

trainer.  That person will be responsible for managing the workshop, giving

instruction to the large group and delegating training responsibilities as needed

throughout the workshop.  In the Trainer's Guide the lead trainer's instructions are

in italics.

Field Training:

Each trainer will make six Field Training visits:  one to each of the four facilities

represented in his small group, and two to other facilities that are located in his

district.

Field Training dates will be assigned during the workshop.
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___ 11. Introduce participant workshop.

Tell trainers you will now conduct the workshop for them just as they will conduct

it for participants next week.  Explain that there will be some slight repetition of

what you have already covered in the first session of the workshop.

Explain that you will follow the workshop guidelines in Section C of the Trainer's

Guide to conduct the workshop sessions.  Trainers should act as participants and

use their manual.

There will be differences in how trainers will do the activities compared to how

participants will do them next week:

� Trainers will do workshop activities individually or in a group.  Because

there are four trainers, they will make up one small group of four.  In the

workshop, there will be four small groups.  Participants will receive

instruction in the large group and do activities either individually or in

small groups of four participants each.

� Many workshop activities ask questions about the situation at the

participant's facility.  For the trainer to respond, he should select a

facility that he knows well.  He should answer the questions as if he is

the person who manages the drug supply at that facility.

Encourage trainers to refer to the Trainer's Guide as you conduct the workshop

sessions.  Trainers should watch you as you will be demonstrating trainer

techniques throughout the workshop session.  On the third day of the workshop you

will explain the techniques.  After trainers complete the workshop, you will give

trainers the opportunity to practice the techniques.
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TOT CHECKLIST Workshop Session

SESSION 2:WORKSHOP OPENING

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Posters with small group assignments

� Workshop schedules, one for each participant

� Transparency 1 - List of Drug Supply Components and Icons

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Conduct Workshop Session 2.

___  1. Conduct Workshop Session 2.

Follow the guidelines beginning on page C-3 in the Trainer's Guide to conduct

Session 2:  Workshop Opening.

Since you have already given trainers their Participant's Manuals, mention that this

is when participants will be given their manuals.
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SESSION 3:INTRODUCTION CHAPTER

HOW THE DRUG STORE IS PREPARED

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transparency 2 - Activity I Worksheet

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Conduct Workshop Session 3.

2. Discuss Physical Conditions Checklist.

___  1. Conduct Workshop Session 3.

Follow the guidelines beginning on page C-6 in the Trainer's Guide to conduct

Session 3:  Introduction Chapter and How the Drug Store is Prepared.

Wipe the transparency clean after you complete the activity.

___  2. Discuss Physical Conditions Checklist.

After the session, ask trainers if they know of items on the checklist that may cause

problems.  If so, discuss solutions.  Have trainers record important points in the

summary box on page C-7 in the Trainer's Guide.

DAILY SUMMARY:  END OF DAY 1

Praise trainers for their good work.  Explain that during this time you will discuss any

questions that trainers may have about the TOT or the training in general. 

Review the content covered today.  Discuss all questions thoroughly.  Make schedule

adjustments, if necessary.

Preview the sessions planned for Day 2.  Encourage trainers to read the appropriate chapters

in the Participant's Manual and guidelines in the Trainer's Guide.

ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR TASKS

Organise the sessions scheduled for Day 2.  Read about the sessions in the Participant's

Manual, Trainer's Guide and this guide.  Make sure all supplies are accessible and ready to

be used.  Take care of necessary administrative tasks, including making four copies each of

the requisition and discrepancy report forms.  The forms are in Section G:  Transparencies in

the Trainer's Guide.
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TOT CHECKLIST Workshop Session - DAY 2

SESSION 4:HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORGANISED

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Boxes, used for supply deliveries, each containing:

� Antibiotic tablets - 500, 250, or 125 mg

� Antibiotic tablets - same generic antibiotic as above with

different strength, unit size or brand name

� Antibiotic syrup - same antibiotic as above

� Antimalarial tablets

� Antipyretic tablets

� Other liquid drug (such as iron syrup, vitamin A syrup)

� Tubes of ointment (such as tetracycline eye ointment)

� Packets of Oral Rehydration Salts (ORS)

� Shelf labels or masking tape

� Marker

� 4 Blank requisition forms

� 4 Blank discrepancy report forms

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Conduct Workshop Session 4.

2. Discuss storage problems.

3. Discuss Activity VI.

___  1. Conduct Workshop Session 4.

Follow the guidelines beginning on page C-8 in the Trainer's Guide to conduct

Session 4:  How Supplies are Organised.

Have trainers do Activity III individually.  Tell trainers that in the workshop each

small group will have a box.  Each trainer needs to practice the activity so that he

will be prepared to help his small group during the workshop.

___  2. Discuss storage problems.

Trainers may know of storage problems at area facilities.  If there are problems,

discuss solutions.  Have trainers record important points in the summary box on

page C-10 in the Trainer's Guide.
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___  3. Discuss Activity VI.

After you complete the session, tell trainers that the four boxes of supplies used in

this activity will be used again in Activity VI.  Trainers will be responsible for and

use their own boxes during the participant's workshop.

Have each trainer write his name on his box.  Give each trainer blank requisition

and discrepancy report forms to add to their boxes.  Have trainers close the boxes

and store them in a secure place.

ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR TASKS

At some time before you begin Session 7:  How Supplies Are Received, reorganise the

supplies in each box to include at least one example of an expired drug or a poor quality item.

Follow the guidelines on page C-23 in the Trainer's Guide.

Complete the requisition form.  Indicate the drugs that were ordered and those sent.  Include

at least two discrepancies in the order; that is, an item listed as part of the delivered items on

the form but not in the box and an item in the box but not listed on the form.  Tape the form

to the outside of the box.

Complete the discrepancy report form to use as a master copy in Activity VI.
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SESSION 5:HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Bottle of amoxycillin 250 mg, 500 tablets

� Transparency 3 - Stock Card

� Transparency 4 - Drug Movements

� Transparency 5 - Amoxycillin 250 mg Stock Card

� Transparency 6 - Benzylpenicillin Stock Card

� Transparency 7 - Tetracycline Stock Card

� Transparency 8 - Amoxycillin 500 mg Stock Card

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Conduct Workshop Session 5.

2. Discuss record-keeping practices.

A bottle of 500 tablets of amoxycillin 250 mg is the example used in the manual to teach

health workers how to keep records.  If amoxycillin is not used in your area, substitute a

commonly-used drug that is similar to the example in form and unit size.

Inform the trainers of the change.  Use the heading information for your drug to teach trainers

how to record on a stock card.  However, use the same drug transactions that are listed in the

manual.

___  1. Conduct Workshop Session 5.

Follow the guidelines beginning on page C-11 in the Trainer's Guide to conduct

Session 5:  How Records are Kept.

If a trainer needs additional stock cards to do the activity, give him the cards he

needs from your stock card pad.

As trainers are writing on the stock cards, walk over to any trainer who is having

trouble and help him individually.

___  2. Discuss record-keeping practices.

Trainers may know of record-keeping problems that exist in area facilities.  If there

are problems, discuss solutions.  Have trainers record important points in the

summary box on page C-16 in the Trainer's Guide.
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SESSION 6:HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORDERED

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transparency 9 - Requisition Form

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Conduct Workshop Session 6.

2. Discuss ordering practices.

___  1. Conduct Workshop Session 6.

Follow the guidelines beginning on page C-17 in the Trainer's Guide to conduct

Session 6:  How Supplies are Ordered.

As trainers are working on calculations, walk over to any trainer who is having

trouble and help him individually.

___  2. Discuss ordering practices.

Discuss how supplies are ordered at area facilities.  If there are problems, discuss

solutions.  Have trainers record important points in the summary box on page C-22

in the Trainer's Guide.

ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR TASKS

Before you begin Session 7:  How Supplies Are Received, review Activity VI.  Check that the

boxes of supplies and forms are prepared and ready to be used.
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SESSION 7:HOW SUPPLIES ARE RECEIVED

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transparency 10 - Delivery Form

� Transparency 11 - Discrepancy Report Form

� Boxes of drugs and supplies (same as Activity III), and including:

� Discrepancies in each box or on each requisition form, such as:

an item listed on the form but not in box, an item in the box but not listed

on the form, an expired or poor quality item

� Containers of expired drugs (minimum of one in each box)

� Containers of poor quality drugs (minimum of one in each box)

� Requisition forms, one for each box,

completed and taped to the outside of each box

� Master copies of Discrepancy Report forms, one for each box

� Box with side label "Return to Medical Supplier"

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Conduct Workshop Session 7.

2. Discuss receiving practices.

___  1. Conduct Workshop Session 7.

Follow the guidelines beginning on page C-23 in the Trainer's Guide to conduct

Session 7:  How Supplies are Received.

Have trainers do Activity VI individually.  Tell the trainers that in the workshop

each small group will have a box.  Each trainer needs to practice the activity so that

he will be prepared to help his small group during the workshop.

___  2. Discuss receiving practices.

Discuss how supplies are received at area facilities.   If there are problems, discuss

solutions.  Have trainers record important points in the summary box on page C-26

in the Trainer's Guide.

DAILY SUMMARY:  END OF DAY 2

Praise trainers for their good work.  Review the content covered today.  Discuss all questions

thoroughly.  Make schedule adjustments, if necessary.

Preview the sessions planned for Day 3.  Encourage trainers to read the appropriate chapters

in the Participant's Manual and guidelines in the Trainer's Guide.
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ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR TASKS

Organise the sessions scheduled for Day 3.  Read about the sessions in the Participant's

Manual, Trainer's Guide and this guide.

You will introduce training techniques in the next four sessions; that is, you will  EXPLAIN

the steps of a technique after you demonstrate (SHOW) it in the session.

Read carefully the guidelines for the next four sessions.  Review the training techniques that

you will introduce.  Techniques are set off with the word EXPLAIN.  Practice conducting the

sessions so that you model each step of each technique.  (See page 3 in this section of the

Director's Guide to review how to explain techniques, if necessary.) 

Make sure all supplies are accessible and ready to be used.  Take care of necessary

administrative tasks.
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TOT CHECKLIST Workshop Session - DAY 3

SESSION 8:HOW DRUGS ARE DISPENSED

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transparency 12 - Drug Label

� Transparency 13 - How to Make a Dispensing Tray

� Common bag carried by adults in your area

� Common toy used by small children in your area

� Shawl worn by older women

� Lab coat or badge worn by first-level health workers

� Small sheet of paper used for writing prescriptions

� Several drug containers (2 drug envelopes and 2 small bottles)

� Drug labels

� Bottle of COTRIMOXAZOLE syrup

� Bottle of PARACETAMOL 500 mg tablets

� Common spoon

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Introduce training techniques.

2. Follow guidelines for items 1, 2 and 3 beginning on page C-27 in the Trainer's

Guide.

3. EXPLAIN steps for conducting a workshop.

4. Follow guidelines for item 4 on page C-28 up to Activity VII on page C-29 in

the Trainer's Guide.

5. EXPLAIN steps for facilitating the small group.

6. Follow guidelines for Activity VII on Page C-29 in the Trainer's Guide.

7. EXPLAIN technique for leading a role play.

8. Summarise session.

9. Discuss dispensing practices.

___  1. Introduce training techniques.

Tell trainers that during today's sessions you will explain some training techniques

that you have been using.  You will take short breaks from the flow of the

workshop to review techniques immediately after using them.  Explain to trainers

that you will give them time to read about and practice the techniques after they

complete the participant's workshop.
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___  2. Follow guidelines for items 1, 2 and 3 beginning on page C-27 in the Trainer's

Guide.

Face the audience and speak clearly.  Establish a friendly atmosphere as you begin

the session.  As you review the five dispensing steps (check, collect, count,

package and dispense), use relevant examples from your own experience. 

Acknowledge trainers' participation and comments.

After you complete this demonstration, take a time-out from the session.

___  3. EXPLAIN steps for conducting a workshop.

EXPLAIN to trainers that you followed the workshop guidelines and general

teaching techniques to conduct this part of the session.  You:

� Faced the audience

� Spoke clearly

� Established a friendly atmosphere in the workshop

� Used relevant examples from your experience

� Acknowledged attentive and hard-working trainers

Ask if there are questions about the general steps for conducting a workshop. 

Answer all questions thoroughly.  Continue the session.

___  4. Follow guidelines for item 4 on page C-28 up to Activity VII on page C-29 in

the Trainer's Guide.

You will demonstrate to the small group how to use a drug label and dispensing

tray.  Be friendly, supportive and attentive to the trainers.  Sit with them.  Give

them time to practice.  Watch them as they work.  Check their understanding and

give more instruction if needed.  Praise their work.  Summarise the activity.  Also

use the general techniques from the previous demonstration.

After you complete this demonstration, take a time-out from the session.

___  5. EXPLAIN steps for facilitating the small group.

EXPLAIN to trainers that you followed the small group facilitation techniques to

conduct this part of the session.  You:

� Were attentive to trainers

� Sat with them, watched them work, encouraged them to ask questions

� Helped trainers as they needed it

� Checked understanding and gave additional instruction

� Praised the small group

� Summarised the activity
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Also EXPLAIN that you followed the general techniques.  You:

� Faced the audience, spoke clearly, established a friendly atmosphere,

used relevant examples, and acknowledged attentive trainers

Ask if there are questions about facilitating the small group or general techniques. 

Answer all questions thoroughly.  Continue the session.

___  6. Follow guidelines for Activity VII on Page C-29 in the Trainer's Guide.

Include all steps for leading a role play.  See page F-18 in the Trainer's Guide.

After you complete the activity, explain that there will be four groups preparing

and practicing role plays in the participant's workshop.  Therefore all groups will

need space to practice.  Only one group will be chosen randomly to perform the

role play.  All participants will participate in the discussion after the role play.

Then take a time-out from the session.

___  7. EXPLAIN technique for leading a role play.

EXPLAIN that Activity VII is a role play. To lead a role play, trainers should do

the following:

� Introduce the activity

� Assign roles and responsibilities

� Give participants time to prepare

� Begin the presentation by introducing the players and their parts

� Note the quality of the performance while watching the role play

� Acknowledge the group's performance and discuss your observations

� Ask participants to summarise what they have learned

Ask if there are questions about leading a role play.  Answer all questions

thoroughly.  Continue the session.

___  8. Summarise session.

Follow guidelines on page C-30 in the Trainer's Guide.  Keep the summary brief.

Explain that you demonstrated how to summarise a chapter.
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___  9. Discuss dispensing practices.

Ask trainers about dispensing practices at area facilities.  If there are problems,

discuss them.  Have trainers record important points in the summary box on page

C-30 in the Trainer's Guide.

ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR TASKS

During one of today's scheduled breaks, confirm field trip plans.  You and the trainers will

visit a first-level facility tomorrow.  Contact the person in charge of the facility that you will

visit.  Confirm the visit.  Also confirm the transportation for the field trip.
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SESSION 9:HOW PAYMENT IS RECEIVED

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Payment receipt

� Payment ledger

� Payment book

� Locking money box

� Simple filing system

� Duplicate bank receipts

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Conduct Workshop Session 9.

2. EXPLAIN how to use actual objects as teaching aids.

3. Discuss payment practices.

___  1. Conduct Workshop Session 9.

Follow the guidelines on page C-31 in the Trainer's Guide to conduct Session 9: 

How Payment Is Received.

___  2. EXPLAIN how to use actual objects as teaching aids.

After you complete this session, discuss the use of objects as teaching aids. 

Showing real objects in a workshop is an effective way to teach.  Participants

immediately understand what it is you are talking about.

Tell trainers to show the object to the participants.  If possible, let the participants

pass it around.  If there are many objects or the object is fragile or valuable, place it

in a central location and have the participants come to the central location for a

look.

Ask if there are questions about using actual objects as teaching aids.  Answer all

questions thoroughly.

___  3. Discuss payment practices.

Ask trainers about payment practices at area facilities.  If there are problems,

discuss them.  Have trainers record important points in the summary box on page

C-32 in the Trainer's Guide.
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SESSION 10: HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR DRUG SUPPLY

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transparency 14 - Drug Supply Plan, front side

� Transparency 15 - Drug Supply Plan, back side

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Follow guidelines up to Activity IX on page C-33 in the Trainer's Guide.

2. EXPLAIN how to use transparencies.

3. EXPLAIN how to use the board.

4. Complete session.

5. EXPLAIN how to teach adults.

6. Discuss possible obstacles to drug supply improvements.

___  1. Follow session guidelines up to Activity IX on page C-33.

After you complete this part of the session, take a time-out.

___  2. EXPLAIN how to use transparencies.

Explain that trainers should always check the following items before using the

overhead projector:

� Screen is clean and free from dust.

� Power is on and fan is working (you will hear it!).

� Projector is in position and in focus.

� Markers for writing on transparencies are available.

� Trainer's Guide is open to the current activity.

Explain how to project a transparency on the overhead projector:

� Stand next to the projector and always face the audience.  Turn the

projector on.  Make sure that there is nothing blocking the screen.

� Place a transparency on the projector.  Make sure the projected image is

not upside down.  Show trainers how some of the information on the

transparency can be covered with a loose sheet of paper.

� Use markers to write on the transparency.  Print clearly.  Do not smudge

the ink.  Show trainers how to erase the ink. Tell trainers that they

should be careful when writing on transparencies.

Ask if there are questions about using transparencies.  Answer all questions

thoroughly.
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___  3. EXPLAIN how to use the board.

Explain that trainers should always check the following items before using  the

board (chalkboard, white board or flipchart):

� The board is clean.  Wet cloth or appropriate eraser is available for

cleaning.  Flipchart has new pad of paper.  Pages should turn and tear off

easily.

� Coloured chalks or appropriate markers are available.

� Trainer's Guide is open to the current activity.

Explain how to write on the board:

� Face your audience.

� Do NOT block the board.

� Print in clear block letters that are large enough for everyone to see.

Ask if there are questions about writing on the board.  Answer all questions

thoroughly.  Continue the session.

___  4. Complete session.

Follow guidelines on page C-33 in the Trainer's Guide to facilitate Activity IX and

complete the session.  Ask trainers to do this activity based on their knowledge of

facilities in their districts.  Explain to trainers that they need to fully understand this

activity so that they will be able to help the participants during the workshop next

week.

As you facilitate the activity, demonstrate the following techniques for teaching

adults:

� Base instruction on performance needed on the job:

- keep activity focussed on the standard procedures

- discuss improvement needed at facilities

- discuss obstacles to improving drug supply management

� Keep participants actively involved in the workshop, such as:

- watch trainers to be sure they are productively working (and offer

help as needed)

- encourage trainers' participation and comments

- record their key ideas on the board

- ask questions frequently to keep them alert and involved

� Individualise instruction, such as:

- show a personal interest in each trainer

- give each trainer the additional help he needs to learn

- encourage quieter trainers to participate in the workshop

� Give positive, constructive and immediate feedback to trainers.
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� Motivate, such as:

- be enthusiastic and show a command of the material

- acknowledge trainers' performance

- note individual trainer's improvements and progress

After trainers complete the activity, take a time-out from the session.

___  5. EXPLAIN how to teach adults.

EXPLAIN that to teach adults effectively trainers should:

� Base instruction on performance

� Have participants actively participate in the workshop

� Individualise instruction

� Give positive and constructive feedback

� Motivate trainers

Give specific examples of how you demonstrated the above.

Ask if there are questions about teaching adults.  Answer all questions thoroughly. 

Continue the session.

___  6. Discuss possible obstacles to drug supply improvements.

Ask trainers about procedures and preparations that participants are likely to

identify when doing this session.  Also discuss obstacles that participants may have

when they return to their facilities.

Have trainers record important points in the summary box on page C-34 in the

Trainer's Guide.
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SESSION 11:  PREPARATIONS FOR WORKSHOP FIELD TRIP

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transportation arrangements

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Conduct Workshop Session 11.

___  1. Conduct Workshop Session 11.

Follow the guidelines beginning on page C-35 in the Trainer's Guide to conduct

Session 11:  Preparations for Workshop Field Trip.

Ask trainers to record important points in the summary box on page C-37 in the

Trainer's Guide.

DAILY SUMMARY:  END OF DAY 3

Praise trainers for their good work.  Review the content covered today.  Discuss all questions

thoroughly.  Make schedule adjustments, if necessary.

Preview the sessions planned for Day 4.  Encourage trainers to read the appropriate chapters

in the Participant's Manual and guidelines in the Trainer's Guide.

Remind trainers to bring their manuals, Trainer's Guides, and writing tools with them

tomorrow.  Tell them you will bring a Handbook for Drug Supply Management at the First-

level Health Facility to leave at the facility at the end of the visit.

ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR TASKS

Organise the sessions scheduled for Day 4.  Read about the sessions in the Participant's

Manual, Trainer's Guide and this guide.

Make sure that all supplies are accessible and ready to be used.

Review the Field Training Letter on page B-11 in the Trainer's Guide.  Decide if the letter is

appropriate as written or if you will change it.  Make changes, if necessary.  Then make a

master copy of the letter to use in Session 13:  Field Training Preparations.
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TOT CHECKLIST Workshop Session - DAY 4

SESSION 12:  THE WORKSHOP FIELD TRIP

OVERVIEW

1

Materials needed:

� Thank-you card and envelope

� Boxed lunches

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Conduct Workshop Session 12.

2. Discuss drug supply practices.

___  1. Conduct Workshop Session 12.

Follow the guidelines beginning on page C-38 in the Trainer's Guide to conduct

Session 12:  The Workshop Field Trip.

Have all trainers observe all components of the drug supply.  Trainers will need the

experience of observing so that they will be able to conduct the field trips with

participants in the workshop next week.

___  2. Note drug supply practices.

After you return to the workshop location and complete the session, ask trainers to

record important drug supply observations in the summary box on page C-41 in the

Trainer's Guide.

If this workshop is not followed by the Field Training segment, conclude the
workshop now.  Turn to Session 14:  Workshop Closing on page 34.
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SESSION 13: FIELD TRAINING PREPARATIONS

OVERVIEW

Materials needed (one for each trainer):

� Staplers

� File folders

� Field Training letters

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Discuss Field Training.

2. Introduce the Field Training card.

3. Explain Field Training assignments.

4. Conduct Workshop Session 13.

You will provide each of the above supplies to each

___  1. Discuss Field Training.

Explain to trainers that the Field Training segment includes a series of organised

follow-up visits made by trainers to participants' facilities.  Trainers observe the

drug supply, the improvements made by the participant since the workshop, and

help the participant continue to improve the facility's drug supply management.

Tell trainers that they will learn how to conduct the Field Training visit on the final

day of the TOT, the day following the participant's workshop.

___  2. Introduce the Field Training card.

Have trainers look at their laminated Field Training cards.  (If there is no laminated

card included in the Trainer's Guide, have trainers turn to page E-12.)  Briefly

explain that they will use the card to guide them through the steps of a Field

Training visit.  Tell trainers they will learn how to use the card later in the training.
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___  3. Explain Field Training assignments.

Explain to trainers that they will visit each of their small group participants on the

job.  The visits will take place during the two weeks following the workshop.

Each trainer will travel to six health facilities; that is, the four facilities of  his

small group participants and two facilities located in or near his district.

� During the first week of Field Training, trainers travel in pairs to four

facilities (two from each small group).

� During the first week of Field Training, each trainer travels to the two

remaining facilities of participants in his small group.

The dates of each visit will be assigned during the trainer's meeting on Day 2 of the

participant's workshop.

___  4. Conduct Workshop Session 13.

Follow the guidelines beginning on page C-42 in the Trainer's Guide to conduct

Session 13:  Field Training Preparations.

After you complete the session, ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions

thoroughly.  Have trainers record important drug supply observations in the

summary box on page C-45 in the Trainer's Guide.
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SESSION 14: WORKSHOP CLOSING

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Workshop Questionnaire

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Review Workshop Session 14.

2. Discuss workshop debriefing.

___  1. Review Workshop Session 14.

Have trainers read the guidelines beginning on page C-46 in the Trainer's Guide.

Review the workshop questionnaire on page B-13 in the Trainer's Guide.  Ask if

there are questions about how to complete the questionnaire.  Answer all questions

thoroughly.

___  2. Discuss workshop debriefing.

Explain to trainers that at the end of each segment of the training, you will conduct

a debriefing session.  Trainers will be able to discuss the flow of the training

sessions, the appropriateness for participants, and trainers' preparedness to conduct

the training segment.

DAILY SUMMARY:  END OF DAY 4

Praise trainers for their good work.  Review the content covered today.  Discuss all questions

thoroughly.  Make schedule adjustments, if necessary.

Discuss the lead trainer.  The lead trainer will be the workshop manager.  That person will

lead large group activities and maintain the flow of the sessions.  The other trainers will assist

the lead trainer.  The directors will also be available as needed.  If appropriate, ask the trainers

to discuss on their own who they feel would be a good lead trainer.  Explain that you will

choose the lead trainer tomorrow.

Preview the sessions planned for Day 5.  Explain that tomorrow's sessions will focus on

training techniques.  Trainers will practice different sessions to learn how to use the

techniques.  Ask trainers to read about training techniques in Section F in the Trainer's Guide

this evening and be prepared to practice conducting workshop activities.
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Assign trainers to conduct the following activities:

ASSIGNMENTS FOR PRACTICING TRAINING TECHNIQUES

TRAINING TECHNIQUE and ACTIVITY PAGE (in TRAINER'S

GUIDE)

NAME OF TRAINER

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION

Practice 1: Activity I - How the Drug Store is

Prepared

C-7, item 3

Practice 2: Activity II - Physical Conditions

Checklist

C-7, item 5

INDIVIDUALISED INSTRUCTION AND GIVE FEEDBACK

Practice 1: Activity IV - through MAY Drug

Movements

C-13, item 6a

Practice 2: Activity IV - JUNE and JULY

Drug Movements

C-15, items 6b

and 6c

ALL TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING ADULTS

Practice 1: Session 6 :  How Supplies are

Ordered

C-17, items 1-6

Practice 2: Activity V - PART ONE C-20, item 7

(PART ONE only)

Practice 3: Session 8:  How Drugs are

Dispensed

C-27, items 1-4

SIMULATION / ROLE PLAY

Practice 1: Activity III - How Supplies are

Organised

C-9, item 2

Ask trainers to prepare tonight so they will be ready to practice their assigned activities in

front of the group tomorrow.

ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR TASKS

Organise all transparencies and supplies that are needed for the above activities.  As trainers

prepare for and practice their assigned activities, have the transparencies available for them to

use.

Prepare yourself for the Day 5 sessions.
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TOT CHECKLIST Training Techniques Session - DAY 5

SESSION 15: PRACTICE OF TRAINING TECHNIQUES

PART ONE:  CONDUCTING A WORKSHOP

PART TWO:  USING TEACHING AIDS

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Trainer's Guide

� Board and writing tools

� Overhead projector

� Markers

� Set of transparencies

� Objects used in the workshop

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Review Section F:  Training Techniques in Trainer's Guide.

2. Have trainers read "Introduction" on page F-1 and "Part One:  Conducting a

Workshop" beginning on page F-2.

3. Discuss general teaching techniques and how to facilitate the small group.

4. Review how to introduce, review and summarise.

5. Review importance of Trainer's Guide.

6. Have trainers read "Part Two:  Using Teaching Aids" and "Chalkboard, White

Board and Flipchart" beginning on page F-4.

7. SHOW how to use the board.

8. Have trainers read "Overhead Projector and Transparencies" beginning on page

F-6.

9. SHOW how to use transparencies.

10. Have trainers read "Actual Objects used in Workshop Sessions" on

page F-10.

11. SHOW how to use objects.

PART ONE:  CONDUCTING A WORKSHOP

___  1. Review Section F:  Training Techniques in Trainer's Guide.

Explain to trainers that Section F:  Training Techniques contains general teaching

methods for conducting a workshop.  It also contains guidelines on teaching adults,

leading workshop activities and working with co-trainers.

Tell trainers that they should be able to speak in front of the group, keep the focus

of the workshop on drug supply management, know how to use teaching aids and

be able to facilitate small group activities.
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___  2. Have trainers read "Introduction" on page F-1 and "Part One:  Conducting a

Workshop" beginning on page F-2.

Give trainers enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask if there are

questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

___  3. Discuss general teaching techniques and how to facilitate the small group.

Explain to trainers that they should include the general techniques and small group

facilitation as they practice using teaching aids, teaching adults and leading a

simulation or role play.

Review the general steps.  Review the steps for small group facilitation.  Discuss

the steps.  Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

___  4. Review how to "introduce," "review" and "summarise."

The words "introduce," "review" and "summarise" are used frequently in the

workshop guidelines.

Explain to trainers how to introduce new material, such as a workshop session,  a

drug supply component or a standard procedure.  Trainers should name the

material and briefly state its purpose.

Explain to trainers how to review information.  Trainers should briefly state the

main points covered.  By reviewing main points, participants will be reminded of

content learned.

Explain to trainers how to summarise a session, component or activity.  Trainers

should tell participants what they have just learned, including a brief description of

how it is done.

___  5. Review importance of Trainer's Guide.

Write the words:

Remember to use your Trainer's Guide!

at the top of the board.  Tell trainers to always follow the guidelines in the

Trainer's Guide when conducting the workshop and Field Training.

Leave the message on the board throughout the TOT.  Refer to the message

whenever trainers fail to follow the guide.
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PART TWO:  USING TEACHING AIDS

___  6. Have trainers read "Part Two:  Using Teaching Aids" and "Chalkboard,

White Board and Flipchart" beginning on page F-4.

Give trainers enough time to read.  If you find that trainers were able to read

Section F thoroughly as homework last night, they do not need to spend time

rereading now.  However, do not assume that everyone has read these pages

thoroughly.  In any case, show and discuss the techniques.

Ask a trainer to review the main points.

Explain to trainers that you will show them how to use teaching aids now.  They

will practice writing on the board, projecting transparencies and using actual

objects later.  Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

___  7. SHOW how to use the board.

SHOW trainers the board and writing tools that they will use during the workshop.

Explain that before the board is used they should:

� Clean the board with a wet cloth or eraser.  The flipchart should have

unused paper.

� Have the Trainer's Guide opened to the appropriate activity.

Write the words "The Standard Procedures of Drug Supply
Management" on the board.  Print neatly.  Follow the training techniques

instructions.  Stress the importance of facing your audience and not blocking the

board.

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

___  8. Have trainers read "Overhead Projector and Transparencies" beginning on

page F-6.

Give trainers enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask a trainer to

review the main points.  Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions

thoroughly.

___  9. SHOW how to use transparencies.

SHOW trainers the overhead projector, transparencies and markers.  Show them

the screen (or wall space), power source, and how to darken the room.
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Explain that before they use transparencies in the workshop they should:

� Set up the screen.

� Position the projector correctly.

� Make sure the projected image fits on the screen.

� Have available the appropriate markers.

� Have the Trainer's Guide opened to the appropriate activity.

Select a trainer to stand next to the projector.  Tell him to face the audience.  Turn

on the power and the projector's fan (you will hear it!).  Make sure he does not

block the screen.

Ask him to project Transparency 1 on the projector.  Check that the image in right

side up.  Show trainers how to cover some of the information on the transparency

with a loose sheet of paper.

Show trainers how to write on a transparency.  Help the trainer use a marker to

circle the icon and name of one of the components.  Be careful not to smudge the

ink.  Tell trainers they should be careful when writing on transparencies.  Show

trainers how to erase the drawn circle with a damp cloth.

Thank the trainer for his help.  Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions

thoroughly.

___ 10. Have trainers read "Actual Objects used in Workshop Sessions" on

page F-10.

Give trainers enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask a trainer to

review the main points.  Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions

thoroughly.

___ 11. SHOW how to use objects.

SHOW trainers an object.  Describe its purpose.  Pass it around the room.  Remind

trainers how they used the object during the workshop.

Ask if there are questions about using actual objects in the workshop.  Answer all

questions thoroughly.
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SESSION 15: PRACTICE OF TRAINING TECHNIQUES, continued

PART THREE:  TEACHING ADULTS

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Training Grid

� Supplies for activities in the manual

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Have trainers read "Part Two:  Teaching Adults," "Performance-based

Instruction" and "Active Participation" beginning on page F-11.

2. Practice how to ensure active participation in the workshop.

3. Have trainers read "Individualised Instruction" and "Feedback" beginning on

page F-13.

4. Practice how to individualise instruction and give feedback.

5. Have trainers read "Motivation" on page F-17.

6. Give trainers practice of all techniques for teaching adults.

You will now teach trainers how to conduct a workshop for adults.  Trainers will practice

following the Trainer's Guide to conduct workshop activities.

___  1. Have trainers read "Part Two:  Teaching Adults," and "Performance-based

Instruction" and "Active Participation" beginning on page F-11.

Give trainers enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask a different trainer

to review the main points of each section.

Remind trainers that the workshop was designed to be performance-based.  By

following the guidelines in the Trainer's Guide to conduct the workshop activities,

trainers will successfully keep instruction performance-based.

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

___  2. Practice how to ensure active participation in the workshop.

Conduct two practices of this technique.  Have trainers include the general

techniques and techniques for facilitating the small group in this practice and

subsequent practices.
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PRACTICE 1:

Have trainers turn to Activity I - How the Drug Store is Prepared in the manual and

page C-7 in the Trainer's Guide.  Get out any required transparencies and supplies.

 Ask the assigned trainer to facilitate the activity now.  Explain that this trainer will

show the other trainers how to ensure active participation, use the general

workshop techniques and facilitate the small group.  Ask the other trainers to

follow his instructions and observe how he conducts the activity.

When the trainer finishes, thank him.  Tick the correct boxes on the Training Grid

to indicate that this trainer practiced active participation, using general workshop

techniques and facilitating the small group.

Ask about active participation:

� Was the trainer available at all times?

� Did he encourage comments during the activity?

� Did he record key ideas on the board?

� Did he ask questions and keep his participants' attention?

Ask about general techniques and facilitating the small group:

� Was the trainer prepared?  Did he follow the guidelines in the Trainer's

Guide?

� Did he face the audience and speak clearly?

� Did he use relevant personal examples?

� Did he sit with his group to watch them work, check their understanding

and give more instruction if needed?

� Did he acknowledge his participants and praise good work?

� Did he (or one of his participants) summarise the activity?

Praise the trainer.  State one or two specific actions that the trainer did well.  Give

constructive feedback.  Be positive and helpful.

PRACTICE 2:

Have trainers turn to Activity II - Physical Conditions Checklist in the manual and

page C-7 in the Trainer's Guide.  Get out any required transparencies and supplies.

 Ask the assigned trainer to facilitate the activity now.  Explain that he will show

the other trainers how to ensure active participation, use the general workshop

techniques and facilitate the small group.  Ask the other trainers to follow his

instructions and observe how he conducts the activity.

When the trainer finishes, thank him.  Tick the correct boxes on the Training Grid

to indicate that this trainer practiced active participation, using the general

workshop techniques and facilitating the small group.
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Ask about active participation:

� Was the trainer available at all times?

� Did he encourage comments during the activity?

� Did he record key ideas on the board?

� Did he ask questions and keep his participants' attention?

Ask about general techniques and facilitating the small group:

� Was the trainer prepared?  Did he follow the guidelines in the Trainer's

Guide?

� Did he face the audience and speak clearly?

� Did he use relevant personal examples?

� Did he sit with his group to watch them work, check their understanding

and give more instruction if needed?

� Did he acknowledge his participants and praise good work?

� Did he (or one of his participants) summarise the activity?

Praise the trainer.  Give constructive feedback.

___  3. Have trainers read "Individualised Instruction" and "Feedback" beginning

on page F-13.

Give trainers enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask a trainer to

review the main points.  Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions

thoroughly.

___  4. Practice how to individualise participation and give feedback.

Have trainers turn to Activity IV - How Records are Kept in the manual and

beginning on page C-13 in the Trainer's Guide.  Get out any required

transparencies and supplies.

PRACTICE 1:

Ask the assigned trainer to facilitate the activity through May drug movements,

part a.  Remind him that he will show the other trainers how to individualise

instruction and give feedback, using general workshop techniques, facilitating the

small group, and projecting a transparency.  Ask the remaining trainers to follow

the instructions and observe the trainer.

When the trainer finishes, thank him.  Tick the correct box on the Training Grid to

indicate that the trainer practiced giving individualised instruction and feedback,

using general workshop techniques, facilitating the small group and projecting a

transparency.
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Ask about individualised instruction and feedback:

� Did the trainer interact with each of his participants?

� Did he show a personal interest in his participants' performance?

� Did he encourage quieter participants to contribute to the activity?

� Did he give immediate, positive and constructive feedback?

Ask about general techniques and facilitating the small group:

� Was the trainer prepared?  Did he follow the guidelines in the Trainer's

Guide?

� Did he face the audience and speak clearly?

� Did he use relevant personal examples?

� Did he sit with his group to watch them work, check their understanding

and give more instruction if needed?

� Did he acknowledge his participants and praise good work?

� Did he (or one of his participants) summarise the activity?

Ask about the trainer's use of the transparency:

� Was the image in position and in focus?

� Could you see the projected image?

� Did the trainer uncover the material on the transparency correctly?

� Did the trainer have the projector on only when necessary?

Praise the trainer.  Give constructive feedback.

PRACTICE 2:

Have trainers turn to Activity IV, June and July drug movements, parts b. and c. in

the manual and page C-15 in the Trainer's Guide.

Ask the trainer to facilitate the activity.  Ask the trainer to show the other trainers

how to individualise instruction and give feedback, using general workshop

techniques and facilitating the small group.  Ask the other trainers to follow his

instructions and observe him.

When the trainer finishes, thank him.  Tick the correct box on the Training Grid to

indicate that he practiced giving individualised instruction and feedback, using

general workshop techniques and facilitating the small group.

Ask about individualised instruction and feedback:

� Did the trainer interact with each of his participants?

� Did he show a personal interest in his participants' performance?

� Did he encourage quieter participants to contribute to the activity?

� Did he give immediate, positive and constructive feedback?
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Ask about general techniques and facilitating the small group:

� Was the trainer prepared?  Did he follow the guidelines in the Trainer's

Guide?

� Did he face the audience and speak clearly?

� Did he use relevant personal examples?

� Did he sit with his group to watch them work, check their understanding

and give more instruction if needed?

� Did he acknowledge his participants and praise good work?

� Did he (or one of his participants) summarise the activity?

Praise the trainer.  Give constructive feedback.

___ 5. Have trainers read "Motivation" on page F-17.

Give trainers enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask a trainer to

review the main points.  Include all steps listed in the guide.

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

___  6. Give trainers practice of all techniques for teaching adults.

PRACTICE 1:

Have trainers turn to Session 6 - How Supplies are Ordered in the manual and

beginning on page C-17 in the Trainer's Guide.  Get out any required

transparencies and supplies.

Ask the assigned trainer to facilitate items 1-6 now.  Explain that this trainer will

show the other trainers how to teach adults; that is, ensure active participation,

individualise instruction, give feedback and motivate.  Ask the other trainers to

follow his instructions and observe how he conducts the activity.

When the trainer finishes, thank him.  Tick the correct boxes on the Training Grid

to indicate that this trainer practiced all techniques of teaching adults.

Ask about active participation:

� Was the trainer available at all times?

� Did he encourage comments and record key ideas on the board?

� Did he ask questions and keep his participants' attention?

Ask about individualised instruction:

� Did he interact with each of his participants?

� Did he show a personal interest in his participants' performance?

� Did he encourage quieter participants to contribute to the activity?
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Ask about feedback:

� Did he observe each of his participants during the activity?

� Did he praise good work?

� Did he give immediate, positive and constructive feedback?

Ask about motivation:

� Did he plan the activity?

� Was he enthusiastic about the material?

� Did he acknowledge his participants and encourage their work?

Praise the trainer.  Give constructive feedback.

PRACTICE 2:

Have trainers turn to Activity V, PART ONE - How Supplies are Ordered in the

manual and beginning on page C-21 in the Trainer's Guide.  Get out any required

transparencies and supplies.

Ask the assigned trainer to facilitate PART ONE of the activity now.  Explain that

this trainer will show the other trainers how to teach adults; that is, ensure active

participation, individualise instruction, give feedback and motivate.  Ask the other

trainers to follow his instructions and observe how he conducts the activity.

When the trainer finishes, thank him.  Tick the correct boxes on the Training Grid

to indicate that this trainer practiced all techniques of teaching adults.

Ask about active participation:

� Was the trainer available at all times?

� Did he encourage comments and record key ideas on the board?

� Did he ask questions and keep his participants' attention?

Ask about individualised instruction:

� Did he interact with each of his participants?

� Did he show a personal interest in his participants' performance?

� Did he encourage quieter participants to contribute to the activity?

Ask about feedback:

� Did he observe each of his participants during the activity?

� Did he praise good work?

� Did he give immediate, positive and constructive feedback?

Ask about motivation:

� Did he plan the activity?

� Was he enthusiastic about the material?

� Did he acknowledge his participants and encourage their work?

Praise the trainer.  Give constructive feedback.
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PRACTICE 3:

Have trainers turn to Session 8:  How Drugs are Dispensed in the manual and

beginning on page C-27 in the Trainer's Guide.  Get out any required

transparencies and supplies.

Ask the trainer to facilitate items 1-4 now.  Explain that this trainer will show the

other trainers how to teach adults; that is, ensure active participation, individualise

instruction, give feedback and motivate.  Ask the other trainers to follow his

instructions and observe how he conducts the activity.

When the trainer finishes, thank him.  Tick the correct box on the Training Grid to

indicate that thee trainer practiced projecting a transparency and all techniques of

teaching adults. 

Ask about the trainer's use of the transparency:

� Was the image in position and in focus?

� Could you see the projected image?

� Did the trainer uncover the material on the transparency correctly?

� Did the trainer have the projector on only when necessary?

Ask about active participation:

� Was the trainer available at all times?

� Did he encourage comments and record key ideas on the board?

� Did he ask questions and keep his participants' attention?

Ask about individualised instruction:

� Did he interact with each of his participants?

� Did he show a personal interest in his participants' performance?

� Did he encourage quieter participants to contribute to the activity?

Ask about feedback:

� Did he observe each of his participants during the activity?

� Did he praise good work?

� Did he give immediate, positive and constructive feedback?

Ask about motivation:

� Did he plan the activity?

� Was he enthusiastic about the material?

� Did he acknowledge his participants and encourage their work?

Praise the trainer.  Give constructive feedback.
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SESSION 15: PRACTICE OF TRAINING TECHNIQUES, continued

PART FOUR:  LEADING A SIMULATION OR ROLE

PLAY

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Training Grid

� Supplies for activities in the manual

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Have trainers read "Part Four:  Leading a Simulation or Role Play," page F-18.

2. Give practice.

___  1. Have trainers read "Leading a Simulation or Role Play," page F-18.

Give trainers enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask a trainer to

review the main points.  Include all steps listed in the guide.

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

___  2. Give practice.

Have trainers turn to Activity III - How Supplies are Organised in the manual and

page C-9 in the Trainer's Guide.  Get out any required transparencies and supplies.

 Ask the assigned trainer to facilitate the activity now.  Explain that this trainer will

show the other trainers how to lead a simulation, using general workshop

techniques and techniques for facilitating the small group.  Ask the other trainers to

follow his instructions and observe how he conducts the activity.

When the trainer finishes, thank him.  Tick the correct boxes on the Training Grid

to indicate that this trainer practiced leading a simulation, using general workshop

techniques and facilitating the small group.

Ask about the trainer:

� Did he introduce the activity and state its purpose?

� Did he give his participants time to prepare?

� Did he observe the simulation?

� Did he discuss and summarise the simulation?
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Ask about general techniques and facilitating the small group:

� Was the trainer prepared?  Did he follow the guidelines in the Trainer's

Guide?

� Did he face the audience and speak clearly?

� Did he use relevant personal examples?

� Did he sit with his group to watch them work, check their understanding

and give more instruction if needed?

� Did he acknowledge his participants and praise good work?

� Did he (or one of his participants) summarise the activity?

Praise the trainer.  Give constructive feedback.
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SESSION 15: PRACTICE OF TRAINING TECHNIQUES, continued

PART FIVE:  WORKING WITH CO-TRAINERS

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� no additional material needed

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Have trainers read "Part Four:  Working with Co-trainers," page F-20.

2. Select a lead trainer.

___  1. Have trainers read "Part Four:  Working with Co-trainers," page F-20.

Give trainers enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask a trainer to

review the main points.  Include all steps listed in the guide.  Ask if there are

questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

___  2. Determine the lead trainer.

Name the lead trainer.

If appropriate, ask trainers to determine who they want as lead trainer.  Select the

lead trainer.

DAILY SUMMARY:  END OF DAY 5

Praise trainers for their good work during the TOT.  Review the content covered today. 

Discuss all questions thoroughly.  Make schedule adjustments, if necessary.

Help trainers prepare for the participants' workshop.  Have trainers prepare the classroom and

supplies.  Check that all supplies are organised and ready to be used.

Tell trainers you will be available for them during the workshop next week.

Tell trainers when to return to the workshop location for last minute preparations.  Dismiss

the trainers.
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TOT CHECKLIST Field Training Sessions - DAY 6

The Field Training sessions should be held after the workshop segment.  The sessions prepare

the trainers to conduct Field Training visits at participants' facilities.  If there is no Field

Training segment, conclude the training now.  (See Session 17 on page 58.)

SESSION 16: FIELD TRAINING SESSIONS

SESSION 1:  WORKSHOP DEBRIEFING

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Workshop Questionnaires, completed by participants

� Trainer's Survey

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Have trainers read Session 1 on page E-2 in the Trainer's Guide.

2. Conduct session.

___  1. Have trainers read Session 1 on page E-2 in the Trainer's Guide.

Give trainers enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask if there are

questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

___  2. Conduct session.

Give trainers time to read and summarise their small group participants' Workshop

Questionnaires.

When they have finished, ask trainers for their thoughts about:

� Training in general

� Small group discussion and performance during each session

� Observations noted in session summary boxes

Ask each trainer to present a brief summary of his group's Workshop

Questionnaires.  Review successes and drug supply problems.  Discuss possible

solutions to problems.

Ask trainers if they were adequately prepared to conduct the workshop.  Have them

answer on the Trainer's Survey on page B-17 in the Trainer's Guide.
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SESSION 16: FIELD TRAINING SESSIONS, continued

SESSION 2:  PREPARATIONS FOR FIELD TRAINING

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Participants' file folders of Field Training forms

� Handbook for Drug Supply Management at the First-level Facility

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Have trainers read Session 2 beginning on page E-3 in the Trainer's Guide.

2. Review how to complete a Field Training Report.

3. Discuss steps of the Field Training visit.

___  1. Have trainers read Session 2 beginning on page E-3 in the Trainer's Guide.

Give trainers enough time to read.

Ask if there are questions about the schedule.  Explain that in the next session they

will be given more specific information about the activities of a Field Training

visit.

Ask if there are questions about the Field Training forms.  Answer all questions

thoroughly.

___  2. Review how to complete a Field Training Report.

Project Transparency 16 on the projector.  Explain that the report is completed with

the participant and the participant's supervisor at the end of the visit.  Show how

and what to write on each line of the report.

Explain that immediate follow-up is only for those facilities where there are serious

problems or obstacles to the implementation of the standard procedures.  Tell

trainers to only circle YES only if:

� the problem is urgent and serious

� the participant cannot resolve the drug supply problem himself

� a trainer's intervention would resolve the problem

In most trainings, immediate follow-up will not be necessary.

___  3. Discuss steps of the Field Training visit.

Have trainers describe the steps of the visit.
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Ask one trainer to write the steps on the board as another trainer describes them.

Discuss the approximate amount of time needed for the steps.

It is important  that trainers have an idea of how much time they should spend on

different activities.  Times will vary depending on the length of travel to the

facility, the facility's hours, and the drug supply situation they encounter at the

facility.  Given no unusual circumstances, likely times are below:

� Meet with staff ........................................................................  15 minutes

� Observe the components, using the checklist .........................  40 minutes

� Determine how to help the participant .....................................  5 minutes

� Do QUICK ACTIVITIES ............................................................... 1 hour

� Do a few MAJOR TASKS ............................................................. 1 hour

� Complete a Field Training Report...........................................  15 minutes

After you discuss the approximate times with the trainers, write the times for your

situation next to the steps on the board.

Summarise the session.

Explain to trainers that they will have a tool to help them conduct the visit.  The

tool is the Field Training card.  They will learn about the card in the next session. 

Ask if there are questions about the steps of the Field Training visit.  Answer all

questions thoroughly.
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SESSION 16: FIELD TRAINING SESSIONS, continued

SESSION 3:  FIELD TRAINING CARD

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Field Training Card

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Have trainers read Session 3 beginning on page E-11 in the Trainer's Guide.

2. Review Field Training card.

3. Give trainers practice using the card.

___  1. Have trainers read Session 3 beginning on page E-11 in the Trainer's Guide.

Give trainers enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask if there are

questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

___  2. Review Field Training card.

Explain to trainers that the card is a tool. Trainers should use the card after they

observe all components of the drug supply.  It will remind trainers of the steps of

the Field Training visit.  It lists possible activities or tasks to do at the facility.  The

card will guide trainers during the visit.

Review the main steps on the card:

� Review each component with the participant

� Determine how to help the participant

� Help the participant

Explain that trainers should do all QUICK ACTIVITIES for each component

before beginning MAJOR TASKS.

Also explain that the blank lines in the MAJOR TASKS column are for specific

tasks not listed on the card that would be appropriate to do with the participant.

___  3. Give trainers practice using the card.

Have trainers take turns.  Trainers should read from the card and explain how they

will do each of the steps listed under each component.
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Select a trainer to describe how he will help a participant:

� Prepare the store

After the trainer describes the step, "Read MAJOR TASKS in the next

column...," pause.

Go to the next component.  Ask another trainer to describe how he will help a

participant:

� Organise the supplies in the store

After the trainer describes the step, "Read MAJOR TASKS in the next

column...," tell trainers to tick:

"Help participant organise the store, if time allows."

Go to the next component.  Ask a trainer to describe how he will help a participant:

� Keep records

After the trainer describes the step, "Read MAJOR TASKS in the next

column...," tell trainers to tick:

"Then, ask participant to show you how he will record drug
movements on one of the cards.  Ask him to record:
- 10 units issued to the dispensary
- 15 units received from the medical supplier (expiry date:

 Jan 2001 - requisition number:  45903)
Give constructive feedback."

Go to the next component.  Ask a trainer to describe how he will help a participant:

� Order supplies

After the trainer describes the step, "Read MAJOR TASKS in the next

column...," tell trainers to tick:

"Select an item in the store.  Review its stock card (or
prepare a stock card for the item.  Ask participant to
calculate the item's average monthly consumption and
reorder level.  Show him, if needed, but let him do as much
of the calculations as possible."

"Ask if the item should be ordered today.  If so, how much?"
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Go to the next component.  Ask a trainer to describe how he will help a participant:

� Receive supplies

After the trainer describes the step, "Read MAJOR TASKS in the next

column...," pause.

Go to the next component.  Ask a trainer to describe how he will help a participant:

� Dispense to patients

After the trainer describes the step, "Read MAJOR TASKS in the next

column...," tell trainers to tick:

"Have participant dispense a drug to you.  Give feedback on
specific procedures that need improvement, were out of
sequence or were forgotten."

Go to the next component.  Ask a trainer to describe how he will help a participant:

� Receive payment from patients

After the trainer describes the step, "Read MAJOR TASKS in the next

column...," pause.

Review the four ticked items on the card.

1. Help participant organise the store, if time allows.

2. Then, ask participant to show you how he will record drug movements

on one of the cards....

3. Select an item in the store.  Review its stock card (or prepare a stock

card for the item.  Ask participant to calculate the item's average

monthly consumption and reorder level...

4. Have participant dispense a drug to you.  Give feedback on specific

procedures that need improvement...

Have trainers discuss how they would decide which major tasks they would do

with a participant in this situation.  Give trainers enough time to discuss.  When

they are ready, ask for their answer.

Trainers should base their answer on the amount of time left in the visit, the impact

the task will have on the participant's drug supply, and if the participant needs the

trainer's help to complete the task.

Discuss the trainers' answer.  Make sure it is reasonable.

Ask if there are questions about how to use the card.  Answer all questions.
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SESSION 16: FIELD TRAINING SESSIONS, continued

SESSION 4:  FIELD TRAINING VISIT

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transportation arrangements

� Participant's Drug Supply Plan

� Participant's Field Training File

� Field Training Card

� Stock Card Pad

� Blank copies of all drug supply forms:

- Requisition form

- Delivery form

- Discrepancy report form

- Drug label

- Payment receipt

- Payment ledger

� Carbon paper, optional

� Handbook for Drug Supply Management for the First-level Health Facility

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Review supplies needed for a Field Training visit.

2. Have trainers read Session 4 beginning on page E-17 in the Trainer's Guide.

3. Give trainers time to discuss first week of visits.

4. Summarise Field Training segment.

5. Dismiss trainers.

___  1. Review supplies needed for a Field Training visit.

Explain how the supplies will be used.  Ask if there are questions.  Answer all

questions thoroughly.

___  2. Have trainers read Session 4 beginning on page E-17 in the Trainer's Guide.

Give trainers enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask if there are

questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

___  3. Give trainers time to discuss first week of visits.

Have trainers discuss in pairs.  Help as needed.  When they finish, sit with each

pair.  Review the visits they will make.  Ask if there are questions.  Answer all

questions thoroughly.
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If appropriate, discuss road conditions, weather conditions, and possible vehicle or

fuel problems.  Make Field Training date changes only if absolutely necessary. 

Confirm trainers' transportation and lodging.

___  4. Summarise Field Training segment.

Briefly review the purpose of the Field Training and the steps of a visit.  Tell

trainers the time and place of the debriefing meetings.  Ask if there are questions. 

Answer all questions thoroughly.

___  5. Dismiss trainers.k.
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TOT CHECKLIST Closing Session

SESSION 17: CLOSING

To conduct the closing session of the TOT, see guidelines in Part Four:  Field Training on

page 5. 

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Trainer's Surveys

DIRECTOR'S TASKS

1. Welcome trainers.

2. Have trainers complete Trainer's Survey.

3. Make closing statements.
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PART THREE:  WORKSHOP

The Drug Supply Management workshop teaches first-level health workers the components

of the drug supply and the standard procedures to manage the components.  District-level

trainers have completed the TOT and now will conduct the three-day workshop.  In the final

activity of the workshop, each trainer will help his small group participants develop a plan to

improve the drug supply at their facilities.

The course directors should supervise all aspects of the workshop:

� Take care of all administrative arrangements before, during and after the workshop,

including preparing for and planning the workshop's opening and closing

ceremonies

� Observe and support the trainers as they conduct the workshop, including assisting

with workshop activities and the field trip

� Conduct evening trainer meetings

� Help trainers organise the Field Training

� Compile participant evaluations at the end of the workshop

DRUG SUPPLY MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

A proposed schedule for the workshop is on the previous page and also on the inside cover of

Section C:  Workshop Guidelines in the Trainer's Guide.  The schedule lists the sessions in

the Participant's Manual.

You may have a revised workshop schedule based on changes made earlier.

WORKSHOP CHECKLIST

The workshop checklist has three sections:  Preparations, Director's Tasks and Sessions.  It

includes tasks to be done before the workshop begins, tasks to be done during each day of the

workshop, and specific tasks to be done before and during the sessions to ensure that the

sessions run smoothly.  Each section of the checklist and each workshop session begins with

the number one.

Read Part Three before the workshop.  Carefully plan how all items on the checklist will be

done.
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WORKSHOP CHECKLIST Preparations

During the days between the TOT and the workshop, it is your responsibility that the

following administrative tasks are carried out.

___  1. Finalise plans for the workshop opening and closing ceremonies.

___  2. Confirm arrangements for the workshop photograph.

The photograph should be taken on the first day of the workshop so that it will be

developed and ready to be given to participants before they return to their facilities.

Establish a time and place for the group photograph.  Confirm arrangements with

the photographer and the trainers.

___  3. Confirm tea/meal service.

Plan for service on each day of the workshop and on the remaining TOT day

following the workshop.

___  4. Confirm participants' travel arrangements to the workshop location.

With trainers, welcome participants as they arrive.

___  5. Reconfirm field trip sites with persons in charge of the facilities.  Reconfirm

transportation to and from the facilities.

___  6. If any changes were made to the workshop schedule in the guides, make

enough copies of the revised schedule for trainers.

___  7. Check that the classroom is ready and supplies for each session are organised.
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___  8. Meet with trainers before the beginning of the workshop.

Give each trainer a copy of the revised schedule, if necessary.  Have trainers

display the schedule during the workshop.

Make small group assignments.

Draw the following diagram on the board.

SMALL GROUP ASSIGNMENTS

DISTRICT:______________________________________________

GROUP TRAINER:___________________ GROUP TRAINER:___________________

1._________________________________ 1._________________________________

2._________________________________ 2._________________________________

3._________________________________ 3._________________________________

4._________________________________ 4._________________________________

DISTRICT:______________________________________________

GROUP TRAINER:___________________ GROUP TRAINER:___________________

1._________________________________ 1._________________________________

2._________________________________ 2._________________________________

3._________________________________ 3._________________________________

4._________________________________ 4._________________________________

Write in the name of each district represented at the workshop.  A typical

workshop will have two districts represented.

Assign a trainer from the district to lead a small group.  Using the most recent

information you have on who is coming, assign participants from the same district

to the same small group.  Group participants together who work at facilities that are

close together.

Then make large posters on flipchart paper of the small group assignments. 

Display the posters on the wall.

Review plans for Day 1.

Review the schedule for the first day, including the time and location of

registration, the opening ceremony, and the scheduled workshop sessions.
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Confirm that the trainers are prepared.  Review lead trainer's additional

responsibilities.  If lead trainer has asked other trainers to conduct parts of sessions,

review who will do what.

Remind trainers of the general techniques for conducting a workshop and

facilitating the small group.  Emphasise the following:

� Be available to participants.  Be interested and ready to help.

� Help the participant who appears troubled, stares into space, does not

follow instructions or does not participate in the workshop activities.  Be

kind and patient.  If you cannot help a participant, discuss the problem

privately with the director.

� When working with your group, keep notes of important drug supply

issues or relevant questions that participants may ask.  You may want to

discuss these issues or questions later with the large group, the other

trainers or the director.

� Be friendly with the participants outside of the workshop.
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WORKSHOP CHECKLIST Director's Tasks

Do the following every day of the workshop.

___  1. Keep the classroom tidy and equipment in good working order.

___  2. Check that trainers have what they need at all times.

Solve problems as they arise.  Know what to do if equipment breaks, transportation

arrangements fail, supplies disappear, or trainers or participants become ill.

___  3. Be available to help as needed.

Be available to work with participants if trainers are busy helping others.

___  4. Observe trainers as they conduct the workshop.

Observe whether trainers follow the guidelines in the Trainer's Guide.

If information is omitted, point out the missing material to the trainer who is not

presently speaking.  Ask him to include it before the lead trainer continues with the

next session.

Monitor the time spent on each session.

Encourage trainers to keep to the schedule.

Observe each trainer's technique of presenting material and leading the

workshop activities.

Refer to Section F:  Training Techniques in the Trainer's Guide.  Record

techniques performed well and techniques that could be improved.  You can

discuss your observations with the trainers in the evening trainer meeting.

___  5. Help with serious problems.

Interrupt the workshop ONLY if there is a problem that trainers are unable to

resolve.  One such problem may be a slow or disruptive individual.  That person

may not be able to read the materials, focus on the content of the workshop or he

may not be interest in the workshop.

Should you encounter problems, you may be able to set up a tutorial for a slow

participant or discuss matters privately with a disruptive individual.
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___  6. Conduct a trainer meeting at the end of Days 1, 2 and 3.

Give feedback to the trainers on how they conducted the workshop.

Mention one or two presentations that were done well and a few that should be

improved.  Ask trainers for suggestions.  If necessary, remind trainers how to be

effective trainers.  Make sure your comments are helpful.

Ask each trainer about progress made by his small group participants.

Include positive interactions with participants and training techniques that worked

well.

Ask each trainer to describe problems encountered by participants.  Discuss

problems.

If the workshop material (that is, standard procedures or a drug supply component)

is a problem, ask why.  Identify solutions.

If time is a problem, offer suggestions on how trainers could manage time better. 

For activities that take too much time, suggest solutions to prevent this in the

remaining activities.  Some solutions include keeping participants more focused on

the activities and identifying activities that could be continued at another time, such

as during a break, over lunch or during evening free time.  Then, reschedule the

sessions as necessary.

Help trainers prepare the workshop sessions for the next day.

Refer to the appropriate guidelines in the Trainer's Guide.

Review the chapters to be covered the next day.  Review the trainer's tasks,

including the items set off in italics.  The lead trainer may ask another trainer to do

or help with some of the steps in working with the large group.

Review the supplies that will be needed for each session.  Check that supplies are

organised and ready to be used.

Have one trainer prepare a brief summary of the content covered during the

day's sessions.

The trainer will present this content summary to the participants at the beginning of

the next day's sessions.

Remind trainers to be friendly with participants during the session breaks

and at the end of the day.

Encourage trainers to informally discuss the workshop content.

Make any necessary administrative announcements.
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WORKSHOP CHECKLIST Sessions - DAY 1

___  1. Help trainers register participants, help with lodging, and give per diem as

arranged.

___  2. Use the completed registration forms to confirm the persons attending the

training.

Make a new list that contains:

� Names of each of the four trainers, title and district address

� Names of each participant, title and name of health facility/district

List participants by district.  When the list is complete, make enough copies for

everyone at the workshop.

___  3. Conduct the opening ceremony of the workshop.

Welcome all workshop participants and trainers to the opening ceremony of the

Drug Supply Management training.  Also welcome and introduce any local

authorities who are present.

___  4. Make opening remarks.

___  5. Ask trainers to conduct the workshop.

The remaining Day 1 sessions are:

� INTRODUCTION CHAPTER and

HOW THE DRUG STORE IS PREPARED

Observe trainers and take notes for discussion later during the trainer meeting.

Before dismissing participants for the evening, give information about the group

photograph, including time and place.

___  7. Conduct the Trainer Meeting.  (See previous page, item 6.)

Be positive.  Praise trainers and give constructive feedback, as needed.

Ask trainers to review sessions scheduled for DAY 2.  Check that trainers prepare

the boxes for Activities III and VI correctly.  Give each trainer a pad of stock cards.

 Trainers may need the cards in Sessions 5 or 6.
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Sessions - DAY 2

___  1. Distribute the list of trainers and participants to everyone attending the

training.

___  2. Ask a trainer to briefly review with the participants the content covered the

previous day.

___  3. Ask trainers to conduct the workshop.

DAY 2 sessions are:

� HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORGANISED

� HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT

� HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORDERED

� HOW SUPPLIES ARE RECEIVED

Observe trainers and take notes for discussion later during the trainer meeting.

___  4. Conduct the Trainer Meeting.

Be positive.  Praise trainers and give constructive feedback, as needed.

Ask trainers to read and practice the sessions scheduled for DAY 3.  Be available

for the trainers, as needed.
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Sessions - DAY 3

___  1. Ask the trainer to review the content covered the previous day.

___  2. Ask trainers to conduct the workshop.

Day 3 sessions are:

� HOW DRUGS ARE DISPENSED

� HOW PAYMENT IS RECEIVED

� HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR DRUG SUPPLY

� PREPARATIONS FOR FIELD TRIP

Observe trainers and take notes for discussion later during the trainer meeting.

___  3. Contact the field trip facilities.

Confirm the scheduled site visits.  Reconfirm travel arrangements for all groups.

___  4. Confirm arrangements for the workshop closing ceremony.

Arrangements include location if different from workshop location, invited guests,

refreshments, certificates and distribution of group photographs.

___  5. Prepare workshop closing.

Make copies of the Workshop Questionnaire, one for each participant.

Prepare training certificates.  Write in the names of the participants and trainers

who complete the training.

Review closing remarks for the workshop.  Include additional specific experiences

from the workshop.

___  6. Conduct the Trainer Meeting.

Be positive.  Praise trainers and give constructive feedback, as needed.

Ask trainers to read sessions scheduled for DAY 4.
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Review field trips.

Explain travel and lunch arrangements.  If boxed lunches will be provided, tell

trainers where and when lunches can be picked up.

Give each trainer one blank thank-you card and a Handbook for Drug Supply

Management at the First-level Facility.

Tell trainers that at the end of the visit, they should write a thank-you note to the

person in charge of the facility and have all participants sign the card.  The card

and the handbook should be given to the facility staff upon departure.

Help trainers prepare for Field Training.

Discuss when each trainer will travel to each facility.  Schedule Field Training

visits.  Draw two boxes on the board similar to the box below.  Use a box for each

district.  Record the name of the district on the top line.

SCHEDULE OF FIELD TRAINING DATES

FOR FIRST WEEK OF FIELD TRAINING:

DISTRICT: _____________________________________________

TRAINERS:________________________________________________________

DATES (DAYS) PARTICIPANTS

___________ (M) ___________________________________________

___________ (T) ___________________________________________

___________ (W) ___________________________________________

___________ (TH) ___________________________________________

___________ (F) ___________________________________________

FOR FIRST WEEK OF FIELD TRAINING:

DISTRICT: _____________________________________________

TRAINERS:________________________________________________________

DATES (DAYS) PARTICIPANTS

___________ (M) ___________________________________________

___________ (T) ___________________________________________

___________ (W) ___________________________________________

___________ (TH) ___________________________________________

___________ (F) ___________________________________________
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For the first week of Field Training:

Write in the names of the trainers from the district.  Trainers travel in pairs during

the first week of Field Training.

Under DATES, record the dates of the Field training visits.  Days are set off in

parentheses.

Trainers should visit two participants from each trainer's small group.  Select

participants who work at facilities that are close to each other.  This will facilitate

travel arrangements.  Under PARTICIPANTS, write in the participants' names after

the appropriate date.

For the second week of Field Training:

Write in the names of the trainers from the district.  Trainers travel individually to

facilities.  They visit the participants in their small group who were not scheduled

during the first week.

Under DATES, record the dates of the Field Training visits.

Consider facility location and travel time as you schedule visits.  Under

PARTICIPANTS, write in the names of the trainers' small group participants after

the appropriate dates.

FOR SECOND WEEK OF FIELD TRAINING:

DISTRICT: _____________________________________________

TRAINER: _________________________________ TRAINER: ___________________________

DATES PARTICIPANT PARTICIPANT

_____ (M) ______________________________ ____________________________________

_____ (T) ______________________________ ____________________________________

_____ (W) ______________________________ ____________________________________

FOR SECOND WEEK OF FIELD TRAINING:

DISTRICT: _____________________________________________

TRAINER: _________________________________ TRAINER: ___________________________

DATES PARTICIPANT PARTICIPANT

_____ (M) ______________________________ ____________________________________

_____ (T) ______________________________ ____________________________________

_____ (W) ______________________________ ____________________________________
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Make a poster on flipchart paper of all Field Training dates.  Tell trainers you will

display the poster on the classroom wall during the "Field Training Preparations"

session.

Review each step of the "Field Training Preparations" session.  Ask if there are

questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

Give each trainer a stapler, four file folders and four copies of the Field Training

Letter.  Tell trainers to keep these supplies in a safe place until after the field trip.

Review the plans for the closing ceremony.
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Sessions - DAY 4

___  1. Check on the field trip transportation.

Check that the transportation has arrived.  Talk with the drivers.  Confirm each

destination and when to return to the workshop location.  Oversee the groups as

they meet their transportation and leave on their field trips.

___  2. Take care of last minute arrangements or problems.

___  3. Do the following while trainers and participants are on their field trips.

Reconfirm arrangements for participants' travel home, as needed.

Check on Field Training travel arrangements.

Include lodging, as needed.

Review how to conduct the Field Training sessions.

Review the Field Training preparations, card and visit.

Organise the supplies that trainers will need tomorrow as you conduct the Field

Training sessions.

___  4. Greet groups as they return to the workshop location.

Ask about their field trip experience and observations.  Be friendly and positive.

___  5. Ask trainers to summarise the field trip.  (See Trainer's Guide, page C-40.)

Observe and help trainers as needed.

___  6. Ask trainers to conduct the "Field Training Preparations" session.

Observe and help trainers. Remind trainers to display the Field Training dates on

the wall, if necessary.
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___  6. Participate in the workshop closing.

Give each trainer four copies of the Workshop Questionnaire.

The trainers should give a questionnaire to each participant in his small group. 

Explain that you would like participant feedback on the workshop.  Tell

participants that it is not necessary to write their names on the questionnaire. 

Participants' answers will be kept confidential.

When participants finish, ask trainers to collect the questionnaires and give them to

you.  You should compile the results at the earliest possible opportunity to

determine the strengths and weaknesses of the training before the Field Training.

Give brief closing remarks.

If guests are present, acknowledge their presence and thank them for their interest

in or contributions to the Drug Supply Management training.

Give a brief summary of the training and participants' performance during the

workshop.

Present training certificates to the trainers and the participants.  Congratulate them

on their hard work.  Tell the trainers and participants that good drug supply

management is a team effort.  It is their responsibility to inform and train their

colleagues on the drug supply procedures when they return to their facilities.

Give a copy of the photograph to each trainer and participant.

Following your remarks, call on a trainer to give closing remarks.

___  7. Dismiss participants.

Help with participants' travel arrangements, as needed.

NOTE: You have now visited at least four first-level facilities.  Consider establishing one

of the facilities as a model store.  A model store is a store that follows the standard

procedures of drug supply management.  Future workshop participants could visit

this facility to observe the procedures in practice.
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FIELD TRAINING
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PART FOUR:  FIELD TRAINING

The Field Training is the final segment of the Drug Supply Management training (see

schedule on inside cover of this guide).  Trainers travel to participants' health facilities to

observe participants on the job.

This on-site visit presents trainers with a clear picture of what participants have learned and

to what extent participants have been able to incorporate the standard procedures of drug

supply management.  The Field Training is a unique opportunity for trainers to offer

additional individualised instruction and support as needed by each participant, increasing the

transfer of skills learned in the workshop to the job.

As director, it is your responsibility to:

� Arrange for Field Training visits, including all administrative tasks

� Help trainers prepare for their assigned facility visits

� Conduct debriefing meetings at the workshop location after the first day of Field

Training, and at the end of each week of Field Training

� Close the Drug Supply Management training

FIELD TRAINING SCHEDULE

There is a Field Training Schedule on the inside cover of Section E:  Field Training in the

Trainer's Guide.  Trainers should use the schedule as a guide.  You helped trainers schedule

Field Training dates.  (See Part Three, Workshop, pages 10 and 11 in this guide.)

Participants' facilities will have various clinic schedules.  Trainers will arrive and depart from

facilities at different times.  Therefore, you should encourage trainers to be flexible and

prepared to modify the Field Training schedule, as needed.

FIELD TRAINING CHECKLIST

The Field Training checklist has two sections:  Preparations and Director's Tasks.  The

Preparations section contains tasks to be done immediately prior to the Field Training.  The

Director's Tasks section contains tasks for you to perform at the workshop location during

and after the Field Training.  Each checklist section begins with the number one.

Review the checklist now.  Carefully plan how all items on the checklist will be done.
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FIELD TRAINING CHECKLIST Preparations

___  1. Help trainers with last minute Field Training preparations, including

necessary travel, lodging and meal arrangements.

___  2. Confirm Field Training visits and dates and travel arrangements.

Contact the person in charge of each participant's facility.  This can be done in

person (if you are in the same city), by phone or courier service.

The person in charge should have received the Field Training Letter given to him

by the participant.  Confirm that the facility staff has been informed of the purpose

of the Field Training visit, including the date and approximate arrival/departure

times.

___  3. Confirm preparations for the closing after the Field Training (see Part One,

Preparations, page 11).

___  4. Confirm travel plans for trainers to return to their homes at the end of the

training.
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FIELD TRAINING CHECKLIST Director's Tasks

___  1. Accompany trainers as they meet their transportation and leave for the Field

Training.

Greet trainers when they return to the workshop location after the visit.

___  2. Take care of any problems (logistical or travel-related) that you or trainers

may encounter.

___  3. Review Field Training Reports.

Read the reports from each Field Training visit before you conduct debriefing

sessions.  Give all reports back to trainers before the debriefing session.

___  4. Conduct debriefing sessions.

You will hold three debriefing sessions.  The first one should be held after the first

day of Field Training visits when trainers return from the field.  The second session

should be held at the end of the first week of Field Training.  The third session

should be held at the end of the training.

Conduct the first debriefing session.  Include the following:

Discuss the Field Training visits with the trainers.  Discuss trainers' experiences,

successes and problems encountered.

Ask the following questions:

� Were the participants prepared to work with you at the facilities when

you arrived?  If not, why?

� Were participants able to apply the standard procedures to their jobs at

the facilities?  What procedures were participants able to do without

trainer input?  Which procedures needed your help and why?

� Do you think the visit was beneficial to the participant?  Why or why

not?

� Is there any step of the Field Training visit that you recommend doing

differently?  Discuss trainers' suggestions.

� Discuss if immediate follow-up is necessary.  Make plans accordingly. 

(See items a. through c. on the next page.)
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Conduct debriefing at end of first week of Field Training.  Include the

following:

Discuss the Field Training visits, trainers' experiences, successes and problems

encountered.

Ask the following:

� Did you (each pair of trainers) do all of your scheduled visits?  Why or

why not?  If not, how many of your visits did you do?

� Was the transportation reliable?

� Were the participants prepared to work with you at the facilities when

you arrived?  If not, why?

� Were participants able to apply the standard procedures to their jobs at

their facilities?  What procedures were participants able to do without

trainer input?  Which procedures needed your help and why?

� Do you think the visit was beneficial to the participant?  Why or why

not?

� Is there any task you recommend doing differently?  Discuss trainers'

suggestions.

� Discuss immediate follow-up:

a. Decide if immediate follow-up is necessary and when it could take

place.

Immediate follow-up visits should be made as soon as possible. 

Keep in mind distance and travel time.  Scheduling an immediate

follow-up visit may include revising the schedule of Field Training

dates.

b. Make travel arrangements.

Confirm the follow-up visit with the person in charge of the

facility.  Explain the reason for the visit, the date and the

approximate arrival and departure times.

c. Help trainer organise the visit; that is review plans and collect

supplies.

Review plans for Field Training visits during Week 4.  Remind trainers that they

will travel to facilities individually next week.  Help trainers collect the supplies

needed for each visit.
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Conduct final debriefing at the end of the training.

Discuss the Field Training visits, trainers' experiences, successes and problems

encountered.  Follow the same basic format as the previous week's debriefing.

Ask trainers to complete the Trainer's Survey on page B-17 in the Trainer's

Guide.

Then, discuss the general quality of drug supply management in the districts.  Ask:

� What components generally worked well?  Did they work well because

of previous conditions in the facilities or because of the training?

� Which components or standard procedures should and can be improved?

� Which components will be difficult to improve?  What obstacles did you

encounter that will be difficult to change?

Discuss how the use of the standard procedures can be maintained and supported at

facilities.  Ask trainers for suggestions on how to manage future drug supply

problems.

If appropriate, discuss future training plans.  Plans could include training health

workers from other facilities in the districts, other districts in the region, or other

facilities that have an urgent need to improve the way drugs are managed.

Trainers may become "expert" trainers for subsequent workshops or in-service

training.  Such training may also involve a trainer conducting a drug supply

management workshop at a central location for health workers from several

neighbouring facilities.

___  5. Conduct the Drug Supply Management closing.

The closing will include the trainers.  It may or may not include guests.

Ask trainers to complete the Trainer's Survey on page B-18 in the Trainer's

Guide.

Collect the surveys and compile the information.  The trainers' comments on the

surveys and the participants' feedback on the workshop questionnaires will give

you valuable information for subsequent trainings.

Give closing remarks.

Introduce and thank guests for their interest and support of the training.
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Thank trainers for their cooperation, dedication and time.  Remind them to use the

Field Training Reports from the facilities in their districts as they continue to work

with participants to improve the drug supply management in their districts.

___  6. Dismiss the trainers.  Help with the departure plans, as needed.

___  7. Take care of all remaining administrative work.

Supervise the packing up of all training materials.  Check that the workshop

location is left clean and in good condition.


